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CXMPUTER NETWORK RESEARCH 

Advanced Raseaich Projects Agency 
Semiannual Technical Report 

Decenber 31, 1971 

1. INTRODUCTICN 

This semiannual technical report covers the period 1 July 1971 

through 31 Decenfcer 1971.    Our activities have focused on nodeling, analysis, 

measuranents and systems software.    In Section 2 below we discuss sate of 

our results from nodelijig and neasuranent of tiire-shared oonputer systerrs; 

in this section also are presented results from the network nodeling and 

simulation activities.    In Section 3 we describe sate of our network measure- 

ment activity, including proposed specifications for additional required 

tools.    In Section 4 we de-icribe some of our network and systems software 

development progress. 

2. MALYTIC STUDIES 

2'1-       Modeling and Measurement of Tims-Sharing Systens 

Our stud/ of resource allocation strategies in time-shared oomputer 

systems has involved conplementary analytic and measuronent efforts.    This 

section sunmarizes our recent work in these areas. 

We are oontinuing research on multiple resource queueing nodels. 

A Master's thesis entitled "Ccrparison of Various Queueing Network I^todeJs" 

ty F. Tobagi was ocmpleted in June 1971.    This thesis concerned itself with 

the Gordon and Newell model of closed finite queueing systans which have been 

found appropriate as models for time-shared and multi-progranmed oonputer 



systanns. The idea was to take the recent work on diffusion approximations 

to queueing systans and to attanpt to use these approximations in the Gordon 

and Newell Model. The reason for this attenpt is tliat the Gordon and Ns^ell 

solution becomes extremely difficult with medium size and large systems. 

'the results of the thesis indicate that the diffusion approximation is indeed 

useful if it is applied to the critical (saturation) node in the network; as 

a by-proiuct it was also found that a oanplete deocmposition using methods 

similar to Jackson's model is also an excellent candidate for approximating 

the Gordon and Newell systans. 

In the Gordon and Newell Model  all of the custoners in the system 

are required to be statistically identical. Ftor exanple, they most all have 

the sane service time distribution at each resource. We are currently investi- 

gating networks of queues models in which each customer may exhibit distinct 

behavior. 

Our work on time-sharing scheduling algorithms is continuing. R. Rintz 

will present a paper entitled "Waiting Time Distribution for Round-Pobin Queue- 

ing Systems," which solves for the distribution of waiting times conditioned 

on service required for round-robin scheduling with finite quanta at the XXII 

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn Symposion on Conputer-Ccrinunication Networks 

and Teletraffic. Previous results gave only the mean value of waiting time 

conditioned on service required. 

Currently implemented and presently being documented is a time-shared 

scheduling algorithm simulator prepared by Walter Sheets for his Master's 

thesis. This simulation language pemLts one to synthesize a scheduling 

algorithm and then sinulate the behavi jr of that algorithm with artificially 

"Networks of Waiting Lines," Operations Res., 5:518-521 (1957) . 
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generated traffic. The program is extranely flexible and permits one to 

easily determine the gross behavior of scheduling algorithns prior to any 

intense analytical effort. 

A measurement project en the SEX timesharing systan was begun by 

j. Wong as his Master's thesis. Part of the thesis was devoted to the 

problem of scheduling I/O requests to multiple disks c* the same channel. 

An optimal algorithm was determined for su.h a oonfiguration. The ranainder 

of the thesis concerned manory allocation. The SEX system attarpts to preload 

the working set of a process wten it is to run. Measuraients showed that 

interactive processes exhibited poor behavior since each interacticr. typically 

took very little execution time and required a change in the working set. 

System calls were implanented which alia, a process to determine its own 

working set. The executive conmand interpreter was modified to set its work- 

ing set as soon as the command to be executed is decoded. This technique sig- 

nificantly reduced page faulting for this process. We are currently investi- 

gating the general notion of allowing a process to advise the operating systan 

of its resource requiranents. 

During this reporting period an extensive study of program behavior 

has begun. An interpreter has been constructed for the Signa-7 which serves 

as a basic tool for these stuües. H. Opdexbeck wrote the interpreter and 

used it for program behavior studies for his Master's thesis. In addition 

to investigating the performances of knom paging algorithns, he also defined 

a new class of paging algorithn« and studied their performance. This i*v 

class of algorithms deteminas the nutber of pages to be allocated to a process 

cr the basis of its current page fault rate. When a page fault occurs, the 

new page may replace a page fron the process or be allocated as an additional 

page for the process. This decision is made on the basis of the recent page 
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fault rate.    If the page fault rate is low, the memory allocation of the 

process is periodically reduced.    Measurements have shewn that the algorithn 

tends to cause processes with very different addressing behavior to run with 

approximately the sane efficiency.    At the AOVIEEE Second Symposium on Prob- 

lens in the Optimization of Data Ccumunications Systans  (Palo Alto, Calif., 

Oct. 20-22, 1971), W. W. Chu presented a paper entitled "Demultiplexing 

Considerations for Statistical Multiplexors."    In this work he considered 

the effect of statistical multiplesors on buffer occupancy and the implica- 

tions of these effects en the design of time-shared scheduling algorithms. 

This paper is attached as Appendix A. 

These studies are continuing, particularly in investigating the 

(^namic performance of menory allocation and paging algorithms,    •fliese studies 

are preliminary to the developtient of rrcxiels of program behavior and studies 

of muiti-progranming system memory allocation strategies. 

2.2.       Modeling and Simulation of Conputer Networks 

A paper has been accepted for the Spring Joint Conputer Conference 

1972 authored by H. Frank, R. E. Kahn and L. Kleinrock entitled "Ccmputer- 

Ootmunicaticn Network Design—Experience with Theory and Practice."   This 

paper is attached as Appendix B and discusses the design experience for the 

ARPA Network.    It is a rather general paper and contains some inportant in- 

sights, concepts and guidelines for design of networks. 

A second paper authored by L. Fratta, M. Gerla and L. Kleinrock 

entitled "Ihe Flow Deviation Method: An Approach to Store-and-Porward Conmuni- 

cation Network Design" has been submitted to the Networks Journal and is 

attached as Appendix C.    This paper discusses a heuristic procedure for ob- 

taining the solution of the routing problem and of tire capacity assignment 



prc&lan in conpiter networks.   This work is continuing and we currently have 

developed an exact method for solving these prcblans which seans to be rea- 

scnably efficient.    It has been implemented in IDRTRAN and can solve a 21- 

node net in about 30 seconds cpu time on the 360/91 with an accuracy of 10~4 

in the miniimm delay ocnpitation.   We are presently attenpting to reduce this 

catputation time by improving a frequently used optimization routine; in par- 

ticular, we are oonparing the performance of a gradient method, a parallel 

tangent method, and a Newton-Raphson method.    Our ooncentration on optimally 

selecting capacities fron a discrete set is continuing and we are currently 

working an a suboptiimm algorithm in this regard. 

A third paper by G. dole and L. Kleinrock entitled "An Analysis of 

the Separation Between Packets in a Store-and-Forward Network" has been 

accepted for the MRI International Symposiun XXII on COnputer-Camjunications 

Networks and Teletraffic, April 4-6, 1972.    In this paper an analysis is car- 

ried out for the inter-packet spacing which may be expected after a multi- 

packet message travels through a nunber of nodes on the way to its destination. 

This oomputation is inportant in attempting to calculate the expected tine 

that a reassonbly buffer will be occupied while awaiting reception of a multi- 

packet message.    The paper is attached as Appendix D. 

In conducting research for his Ph.D., Gary Riltz has carried out the 

specification, performance verification and docunentation of various store- 

and-forward ccrputer network routing algorithns during this reporting period. 

Three major classifications of routing algorithns have been investigated. 

a'      Deterministic routing strategies.    Deterministic routing algo- 

rithms conpute routes based vpon given deterministic decisicn rules and pro- 

duce loop-free routes.    The prooedures investigated assumed nultiple priority 



message traffic, a given network traffic matrix, a known network topology 

and a oom^x network cost fmction (generally arerage message delay) •    Both 

optimal and sibcptimal techniques have been examined which attempt to find 

sets of routes (and henoe the network traffic flow) which minimizes the net- 

work cost function. 

A nurber of suboptimal algorithms were formulated which gave perform- 

ance within 1% of that fovnd with the optimal technique, and required less 

progranming effort and oonputation time than the optimal technique.    The 

suboptimal nethods are useful in the abstract design of lew-oost networks 

where the routing algorithm must be repeatedly ^plied during the optimization 

of the network structure. 

The results of the optimal technique are useful as both a bound on 

the performance of the suboptimal deterministic routing procedures and sto- 

chastic routing procedures and to gain understanding about the deocrposition 

of optimum flows in the network in terms of elonentary flews  (a special form 

of basis for the description of any arbitrary network traffic flew) .    Experi- 

irental results have shewn that it is relati\rely easy to design heuristic 

algorithm stnrrtures which are ocmputaticnally simple and have good perform- 

ance. 

b.     Stochastic routing strategies.    Stochastic routing algoritlins 

operate as prcbabilistic decision rules and utilize a certain amount of infor- 

mation concerning the delcys within the network.    A nuttoer of algorithms have 

been designed and their performance has been fouid using siitulation techniques. 

This class of algorithms is particularly ^iplicable to operational networks. 

Of the algorithns simulated, most of than gave rise to reasonable 

values of message delay as the network traffic load was varied; hewever, one 



specific algorithn shewed superior perfonnance when transmissioi link failures 

were introduced into the simulation. 

Further stufy is required to assess the actual oonplexity of these 

algorithms when inplanented in an operational network. 

c-     FlcM oontrol strategies.   Flow control routing strategies are 

perhaps a cunbination of both deteministic and stochastic techniques, but in 

addition take advantage of the cperational network protocol in their opera- 

tic.   The major objective of these alcprithms is to provide small delay times 

for highly interactive messages, and, at the same tine, provide high bandwidth 

for long messages or for file transfer between rarote catputers. 

Most of the effort to date in this area has been concerned with a 

review of what other researchers have oo^idered, and special attention has 

been placed on p.-coposed techniques by BBN.   The major effort has been focused 

upon techniques which alleviate high oongestion points within the net and 

efficient storage allocation procedures within the nodes to insure the accep- 

tance of arriving messages. 

It is felt that flw oontrol techniques are an important part of any 

operational network doctrine and nust be included in the design of the basic 

network routing strategy for efficient network operation. 

3. NEIWOFK MBflSUIEMENTS 

This section covers our activity on network measurenent over the cur- 

rent reporting period.   Our activity in this field has been increased sig- 

nificantly and some measuranents ha^ already been taken; many more will be 

taken in the iitmediate future. 
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3.1.       Experiments Perforned 

a.     A set of neasuranents of the subnet was perfbmed to detemdne 

the behavior of an IMP under a heavy load.    The irsasuranents were performed 

by using the message generators in several IMP's sending similar length mes- 

sages all to one site's discard fake Host.   One of the sending sites was 

monitored using cunulative statistics messages.   Three quantities were calcu- 

lated:    avercige romd trip times (message - RENM time), average throughput 

(including retransmissions) and average adjusted throughput (average nuttber 

of round trips times nu*er of words/message).    These three quantities are 

plotted as a function of the nutber of interfering senders in PiguKs 1, 2 

and 3.    The knee of each curve (where all senders are sending multipacket 

messages) indicates that there is roan for a maxünun of three multipacket 

messages in the reassenbly buffer space.    This is cc distent with what we know 

about the IMP systems. 

b.     An experiment using the trace package in the IMP's wa«? used 

successfully in helping UCLA's Carpus Ocrpoting Network debug the network 

hardware/software.   They had an internal trace and ccrpared it to the trace 

we get from the IMP and in doing so were able to isolate their bug. 

3.2.       Tools Built 

At the beginning of this reporting period a set of assatbly language 

programs existed for setting IMP paraneters and collecting, in a file, mes- 

sages from the IMP statistics package.   Also two FORTRftN ccrpatible subroutines 

existed for reading these files so that reduction of the data oould be per- 

formed by a IDRTRAN program.    (Indeed, sane reduction prograns were written 

too.) 
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NOTES ON IHE "INTEREERING TRftFFIC" EXPERIMEM1 

In the three figures, the expression "iWj" is defined to mean: 

The neasured IMP (UCLA)  is sending i-packet messages 
and tiie interfering senders are sending j-packet mes- 
sages. All messages are destined for RfiND's IMP discard. 

Ibtal throughput is measured from accumulated statistics and represents an 
average of ffsätples.    Acoirtulated statistics produce a count of the total 
nutber of words sent from UCLA to HAND. 

Adjusted throughput is oonputed on the basis of total data words sent, and 
thus excludesTeaier and other oontrol bits. 

Itound trip times represent the time it takes for a message to be delivered 
fron UCLA to RMJD and for the associated Wtm to be returned. 

As the nuifcer of interfering sites increases, a nev IMP traffic generator 
starts to send nessages to RAND's IMP discard program.    The order of addrtoon 
of new interfering sites is fixed, with the n«1 na* interfering sender asso- 
ciated with   a fixed site as follows: 

Ttotal Niirber of 
Interferiiici Senders 

Next Additional 
Site Nunber 

0 — 1 (UCLA) 

1 —► 5 (BBN) 

2 — 8  (SDC) 

3 _► 11 (Stanford) 

4 — 9 (Harvard) 

5 — 4  (Utah) 

6 —*. 16 (NASA-Anes) 

7 -— 6 (MIT) 

8 —* 12 (Illinois) 

12 



SOfE OBSERVATICNS CN 1HE FESUL1S 

1. Ihe curve labeled "3" in adjusted throughput increases at 4 
interfering senders.   We conjecture that since UCLA is send- 
ing 1-packet messages and the interfering senders are sending 
8-padcet messages, the multipacket packet senders interfere 
so severely with one another while contending for reassembly 
buffer space, that more single-packet messages can be sent to 
discard.   This may be a false conjecture, since the same effect 
is not seen when the multipackets are of length 4. 

2. Ccrparing curves 6 and 9 in adjusted throughput, it appears 
that against the same interference (i.e. 8-packet messages), 
it is better to send longer messages (i.e. 8 instead of 4) 
unless you can send single-packet messages (i.e. curve 3) . 

3. When UOA is sending nultipacket messages and interfering 
senders are sending multipacket messages, delays junp at 3 
interfering senders because there is buffer space (24 packets) 
for only 3 messages. 

4. When interfering sites are sending single packets while UCLA 
sen*multipackets, there isn't much throughput loss due to 
interference. 

5. Similarly, if UCLA sends single-packet messages, multipacket 
messages do not interfere very much (curves 1, 2, 3). 

13 
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The above set of programs were augmented by several FORTRAN conpat- 

ible subroutines for setting the state of IMP parameters, so that new an 

experiment may be run under the control of a FORTRAN program running under 

the time sharing system.    (In fact, the first experiment disassed in 3,1 

was performed in this fashion.) 

3.3.        Tools Specified 

A large part of our effort during this reporting period was to 

identify needed tools and to begin careful specifications of each.    In so 

doing, we have categorized our existing tools as well as the new required 

ones. 

Among the existing tools, we have the follcwing: 

1. Net statistics gatherer 

a. enables/disables IMP background programs via Host 
originated messages to parameter change 

b. collects resulting statistics messages sent to Host 
by background programs (cumulative statistics, traces, 
snapshots) 

c. runs under SEX (a less powerful version, one requiring 
IMP tty interaction for parameter changes, runs under 
RAD 75) 

2. Net statistics formatter 

a. processes statistics message file(s)  oollected by (1) 
b. generates tabular reports 
c. runs under SEX (also RAD 75 as a part of the Standalone 

measurement program) 

3. Host traffic generator 

a. generates WtiK driven,  fixed or random length messages 
over one or more links 

b. generates randan interval, fixed or random length messages 
over one or more links 

c. runs under RAD 75 as part of the Standalone Network 
measurement program 

4. IfP traffic generator 

a. generates RFNM driven,  fixed length messages on one link 
b. runs as background program in IMP 

14 
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5.    Network status 

a. shows local connection status (open, closed, wait, etc.) 
b. shews what Hosts are up (Hosts fron which the NO? 

received a reset or a reset reply) 
c. runs under SEX 

6.    IMP facilities 

a. EEBUG - allows exanination of core locations 
b. PARAMETER-OMNCi; - controls background programs 
c. DüSCAHD - returns REWM and throws message awa^ 
d. IMP tty - usable for interaction with lEBUG & P^BRMETER 

CHANCE if HOST is dead 

Among the projected tools are: 

1. Network survey (aiirost operational now) 

a. reports Host status - (NCP vp/down) 
b. reports connection status - what other Host communicating 

with Host 
c. reports Host resource status - what software is available 

2. Hamote Host traffic generator 

a. generates RFNM driven or randan interval,  fixed or randan 
length traffic en one or more links 

b. runs at remote Host under time-sharing, as a part of a 
Network handler, or standalone.    Gontrollable from üCLA. 

3. Remote Host traffic reflector 

a. receives message 
b. time tags it 
c. sends it back or cycles address sequence 

4. Remote Host discard 

a. receives message 
b. time tags it 
c. saves times for later processing at remote Host or trans- 

mission back to us 

5. Remote Host statistics gatherer 

a.    performs functions of our Net statistics gatherer 

6. NCP stad.stics hooks 

a.    reports amount of traffic over each connection 

7. Ability of IMP to change message lengths to sinulate higher and 
lewer speed   lines. 

15 
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So far we have given in SPATE Dssign Note #94 the careful specifica- 

tion for Host artificial traffic generator.    It is as folicws: 

SPADE Design Note #94 V- Cerf^ 

A. Ollikainen 
20 Deceirber 71 

Specifications for a Host artificial traffic generator essential 
features: 

1. Transmit/receive Network messages utilizing level one protocol 
(Host-IMP) 

2. Eynamic nodification of any or all of the follcwing paraneters 
according to seme distributicn or density function: 

a. period of message (inter-arrival time) 
b. Length of message 
c. destination of message 
d. link # of message 
e. message type 

Functions necessary for implementation of foregoing features (a description 
of how UCLA's traffic generator works) : 

1 Proqranmable clock routine, driven by an event list, schedules 
next message to go on each active link.    Minimun required reso- 
lution of the clock routine is the minimum wm return tune on 
a given link. 

2 Interrupt routine observes the state of each link and decides 
whether to schedule a «=w message on the future event list 
depending on: 

a. when FfNM's are received 
b. when clock interrupt o'jeurs 

3. Lists of destinations, periods, lengths and message types. 

4. Accumulaticn of actual traffic to each destination. 

Rxneriment traffic paraneter specification (an artificial traffic generator 
SSS^S gSerai ^ugh to allow the following types of traffic specifications) 

1.    Destination specific 

a     for each destinaticn—specify inter-arrival density fmction 
b.    for each destination—specify length density function 

16 



(Inquires 2N density fuic±ions for N destinations and does not specify 
message types, contents, etc.) 

2.    Probabilistic destination 

a. specify density function of traffic fraction destined 
for each Host 

b. same as in (1)   (2 density functions:    inter-arrival tune 
and length) 

(This requires only 3 density fmctions.    Again message type is left out.) 

5.   Message types 

a. all same 
b. message type for each destination 
c. message type density function 
d. message type density function for each destination 

(We gvess that (a)  and (b) are sufficient for most experiments.) 

4.   Experiment duration 

a. specify duration initially 
b. serxi start/stop messages to generator(s) 

Experimental feedback: 

1. Fbr each destination, accumulate 

a. total bits sent 
b. total messages 
c. experiment time 

2. Ifecord time waiting after IMP says "not yet" 

3. Itecord nutber of "link table full" messages received 

17 
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A Ph.D. thesis by Gerald Cole entitled "Oonputer Network Measure- 

ments: Techniques and Experiments" was oonpleted in June 1971. The results 

of that study have beon used as points of departure for our recent measure- 

ment ictivities and has formed the foundation for this work. He presented 

the paper, "Performance Measurements on the ARPA Ccrputer Network," at the; 

AO'/IEEE Second Symposium en Problems in the Optimization of Data Comunica- 

tions Systems, Palo Alto, Calif., Oct. 20-22, 1971, and is included here as 

Appendix E. 

As we have mentioned above, measurements have begun, new tools have 

been partly specified, and many new ones have been identified. We are in 

the process of oonpleting the specifications en this set of tools, and we are 

finding cooperative Hosts who will permit various of these tools to be inple- 

mented at their sites cor the purpose of our extensive measuranent program 

which is now well under way. 

4.     NE1WOFK AND SYSTEMS SPFIWATO 

This section covers work done by the SPACE Group which is under the 

leadership of Jon Postel. Ihis group is responsible for maintaining and 

extending the SEX time-sharing system and the development of network software. 

4.1.   Netrork Pxogress 

Jon Postel has been appointed a Network Facilitator by AFPA. In 

this capacity he is responsible for aiding in the development of new applica- 

tions for the network, new protocols, and generally being of assistance to 

manbers of the ARPA Network community. He has, for example, consulted with 

the progranmers at Tinker AFB on protocol and program construction and the 

Center for Conputer-Based Behavioral Studies at UCLA on the design oonsidera- 
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tio^ and cost of interfacing with the ARPANET.   He re^lariy attends Net- 

work working Gro.p .eeti^s, has led disc^sion gro^ ana has been very 

active, particularly in the defining of network protocol. 

Existing network sofoare (NCP, BJUCT, LOGGER) have been kept up to 

date with current network sp^ifications.    Scne adäitional user features 

have been added to these processes which are not network standard.    Fbr 

ex^ple, the NCP „ill autcn.ti^ly ti^-cut a section.   We hav. also be^ 

active In the develc^nent of sof^are for use of network facilities.   Primary 

is RJSNET, a program „hi* provides ^ user s .^ of ^ ^^ ^^ 

tenote J* Entry Service.   Mother example is raEER. a program which provides 

access to the XSB 360/75 Simple Minded Elle Service,    ttis service has 

proved quite useful in providing guidüy accessible file backup.   We are cur^ 

rently cooperating with RSND and USB in the developnent of a Data ^configur- 

aüon Service Oc^pUer which will provide convenient reans for refon^tting 

files. 

4'2'       Systan Eevelopment 

The SEX time-sharing system is no* available for standard user serv^ 

ice 70 hours per week.    Improvements continue to be made to the systan, such 

as an improved text file manipulation service and extending of graphics 

facilities,    ^ch effort has gone into providing n^asumnent routines.    We 

are currently implanenting a new disk scheduler to cope with the prcblem of 

multiple disks on one channel.   We are also experimenting with new resource 

allocation algorithm.    This work is closely tied with our reseat efforts 

in conputer systan modeling. 
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5. OONCLUSIOB 

Our activities then have ooncentrated on nodeling, analysis and 

measuranent both of tine-shared amputer systare and of oonputer networks. 

The AFPA Network of course forms the basic model in our network studies.    Our 

network and f,ysterns software has progressed very nicely.    During the next 

semiannual period we expect to have specified additional measurenent tools 

and to have exercised them in measuring and i r>nitoring network activity and 

perfbnnance. 

5.1.       Publications and Presentations 

During this period the following papers were published or suhnitted 

for publication: 

Cantor, D., "On Non-Blocking Svitching Networks," to be published in Networks. 

Chu, W. W.,  "Demultiplexing Considerations for Statistical Mjltiplexors," 
Proc. of the PCM/IEEE Second Synposium en Prttolents in the Optiiriza- 
tion of Data Comnunications Systems," Palo Alto. Calif^. (VM-    ?n-??( 
X-/ /X • 

Cole, G. D., "Performance Measuranents on the AFPA Oonputer Network," Proc. 
of the ÄWIEEE Second Synposiun on Problgns in the OptimizatiörTör 
Data Connunicaticns Systems," Palo Alto. Cali^.. Oct.  2rt-:^.  Wi) 

Fratta, L., Gerla, M.,  and Kleinrock, L.,  "The Flow Deviation I*;thod: An 
^jproach to Store-and-Pbrward Oormunication Network Design," to be 
published in Networks. 

Riltz, G., and Kleinrock, L.,  "Adaptive touting Ttechniques for Store-and- 
Ftorward Cbnputer-Ccmnunication Networks," Proc. of the IEEE Convention 
on Cbmramications, tontreal, Canada, June 14-16, 1971, pp. 39-1 to 
39-8. 

Kleinrock, L., Muntz, and Hsu, J., "Ti^it Bomds on the Average Response 
Time for Tune-Sharpd ODiiputer Systems," Proc. of the 1971 International 
ftederation for Information Processing. Ljifcljana, Yuooslavia, Aug. 23- 
28, IPTi;  1Ä2, pp.  50-58. ' ^ 

Kleinrock, L., "A Selected Menu of Analytic Itesults for Tijne-Shared Oorputer 
Systems," to be pvblished in Elektronische Itechenanlagen. 

Kleinrock, L., and Muntz, R. R., "Prooessor-Shaiing MDdels of Mixed Schedul- 
ing Disciplines for Time-Shared Systems," to be pifclished in the JACM. 
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• L      ^5 

The following presentations were given: 

Kleinrock, L., "Sone Oorputer Network Models," Oorputer Scierwe OBpartinent, 
thiwrs.Lty of London, Jvne 30, 1971. 

Kleinrock, L., "The AFPA Oorputer Network," IBM Research Labori*t03*es, 
Zurich, Switzerland, July 12, 1971. 

Kleinrock, L., Oiainnan of the session "System Modeling, Evaluation, Cfctimi- 
zation," and banquet speaker at the Second Syrposium cm Prcblare in 
the Optindzation of Data Ctrmtnications Systems, Palo Alto, Calif., 
Oct.    20-22, 1971. 

Mmtz, R. R., "Operating Systems—A User's View/ presented at the Assoda- 
tion for Ocmputing Machinery Professional Development Seminar, 
August 1971. 

Maitz, R. R., and Wong» J., "Prooess-to-Scheduler Ocnronicaticn to Aid Memory 
Managanent," presented at the Workshop on System Performanoe Evalua- 
tion, Argonne National Laboratories, Oct. 6-7, 1971. 

Muntz, R. R., and Wbng J., "A Solution to the Milti-shaft Problem," XC6 
Users' Crop Meeting, Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 18-20, 1971. 
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Abstract 

Demultiplexing serves as an important 
function for statistical multiplexors.   Its pur- 
pose is to reassemble the received mea-age and 
distribute it tc the appropriate destination.   The 
demultiplexing buffer can be modeled as a finite 
waiting room queuing model with batch Polaaon 
arrivals and multiple distinct constant servers. 
Simulation method is used to study the buffer 
behavior for the uniform, linear, atcp, and 
gprjnetric traffic destination functions.   The 
relationships among buffer overflow proba - 
billty, buffer size, traffic Intenaity, average 
message length, and message destination are 
presented in graphs to provide a guide In the 
design of demultiplexing buffer.   Simulation 
results reveal that buffer input messc^e which 
have short average message length and uniform 
traffic dcatinutlon yield best buffer behavior. 
Thus, in planning the CPU scheduling algorithm 
and in selecting the demultiplexing output rates, 
the computer communications system that uses 
the statistical multiplexing technique should also 
consider the desired output statistics to achieve 
optimal demultiplexing performance. 

I.   Introduction 

To increase information processing capa- 
bility and to share computer resources, 
remotely located computers and/or terminals 
are connected together by communication links. 
Many such computer communication systems as 
time sharing syatems and distributed computer 
systems arc already in existence and in opera- 
tion.   The additional cost to such systems is 
the communications cost.   In many cases, the 
communication cost is a significant portion of 
the total operating cost.   To increase channel 
utilization and reduce communication cost, 
asynchronous time division multiplexing has 
been proposed for data communications.l The 
design considerations of such a multiplexing 
(statistical multiplexing) system has been ' 
reported in recent literature.2"6  Here, we 
study the design considerations of the 

This research was supported by the U.S. Office 
of Naval Research, Research Program Office, 
Contract No. N00014-69-A-0200-4027, 
NR 048-129 and the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency of the Department of 
Defense Contract No. DAHC 15-60-C-0285. 

asyiichrunuua time illvi;ili>ii do nultlpJixliig 
system which ia un lnt.-j;rül pint of the aUtlatlcal 
multiplexor dealt;».   In tin; muliiploxing caac, 
the oulputa from tin: ay.ilcin .1.   iioinf to a 
single dcatlnatlun, f..r 1 x.iiii|il,-, a computer. 
While the uutpuU fi-om Hie- dciiiiilllpl».'xuig ayatem 
are «oliij; to m;iny d,- ,1,.. IUOHM, such us different 
uaera uiui/or cumpul.M i .m ulunwi in I'lg.  I. 
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Fig.  1    Statistical Multiplexing Sy.-.U-ma 

The demultiplexer may conaiat of a buffer 
and a switching circuit.   The input truffle to the 
buffer consists of strings of characters (bursta). 
The switching circuit distributes the output from 
the buffer to the appropriate destlimtiuus accord- 
ing to the designation in the masango IUUIIVHS. 
Thus, the domulUploxor perfonnunco la ation^ly 
influenced by the buffer behavior wliicli depends 
on the buffer input traffic and its destination 
characteristics.   A queuing model with a finito 
waiting room, batch Poisson arrivals, and 
multiple diatinot constant outputs (Fig, 2) ia 
used to study the buffer behavior. 
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Klß. 2   A Model for Demultiplexing Buffer 

The cotnpl'-xlty "I Iho cl.•multiplexing buffer 
tnakcH cxart UIVIIVMI:) >>f Huch ft model mf.thcmat- 
Ically intr.xtnlil- .    Tliirrfnio, c-otnputcr fllmu- 

,1 tci Uudy tin! rolatlonahlpc 
iUiiiil.>n fniictlon, avci-rific 
..;.■ I.IIIMI lrii,i;Mi, overflow 

,11.m ..I ilir lot;vl number of 
• ih.  imUcr), nnd buffer 

, ■ ij. i .ir<- porlrnyeil in 
.in'!, 'n .Ir-Mfnnliv! ilcmultl- 

• tun-iui'I-forward «•(imputer 

uiitpl.-Nliif; "uncr 

|.i ilir buffer enn be 
i   in   !• i';.: tneHHaije 

i, n, ill ', .'ii.l  i'iajjc ilcall- 
i ,   !• iiT" .'i'' inllniatoly 
r li.'h.ivii>i-.    In iTiliT l<> 

i 

latlon lia.'J l^'cn M
1 

funoitf' mrs i.-i;;«  'Ii 
traffic level, ni> •; 
probability d^ " !i 

mesHa^i-^ rejc-1-'! !• 
Bl7,0.     Til'';:«'  rd 'I l" 
graplin and .ii'e IHM'" 

plexini! synlmnii '"d 
networks. 

JU Analysl : "f D' 

The Input n"^-.' 
represcntrd by Ilir 
arrlvalH, mcHsai- 
nntlona.    TIiosc (■.. 
related ID Hie bull  .,     .    r 
deacribe Hi-   Inpi' i""' : >'!','i .'eilvhu; at Hie lutf- 
fer, tbreo r.mdnn, „.Mel«-! -"L.-IMI-ICH are ir.ed: 
a Which coneiip 1 • I" "■■  "••'■e inter-arrival 
times, /i which "   i '' t« thn number of 
characters In th- M>. ■    ■• • .  -nd 1 which corre- 
sponds to the d."'iin..li"M ..f Hie meHsage.   In 
the simulation m-.d. 1, Hi- in. .■ .a(re inter-arrival 
times a are anviinr d t.) be .■xi.oncntlally dis- 
trlbutrd.* and th-- mes-iaf.e l,n(!thJ4 (i are 

*In the distributid (..mpub-r network as shown In 
Fig.  lb,  the It a ffle input to the demultiplexer 
Is the output from the .ni.lllplexor.   In some 
case«, the traffi' output from the multiplexor 
ciinb..' approxlni.di-d an Polrtrnm distributed. 
Should the- multiplexor output become very dif- 
ferent from Poisson,7 then the actual message 
Inter-arrival-tlme stati Ulca should be used In 
the simulation. 

assumed to be geometrically distributed.   The 
destination distribution is transformed from the 
destiniUlon function as discussed In the follow- 

ing: 

The destination function describes traffic 
intensities for the set of m destinations; that Is. 

f (1) . p l-l,?.. ...,m      (1) 
d 1 

where pj is the traffic Intensity for the Ith 

destination. 

The message destination function for a 
given set of users depends on their applications 
and should be derived from measured statistics. 

In order to perform random sampling on 
traffic destination, we need to transform fjd) 
into a message destination distribution, f^l). 
This transformation can be performed by nor- 
maliilng Eq. (I) to a probability destination 
function; that is. 

fT(iWd(i) 

/m 

I 
J'l 

1-1,3, ....m (2) 

Thus, 

I 
1=1 

f (1) - 1 

where m Is the total number of message 
dostlnatlona. 

A set of random numbers, {f^, Co. C^}. 

corresponding to random variables a, ß,  and y 
are generated to reprcaent a message arriving 
at the demultiplexing system.   When a message 
arrives at the buffer, two operations take place: 
First, the status of the designated facility la 
Interrogated.   If the facility la busy and the 
buffer in not full, the burst er tors the buffer 
and IH concatenated with the queue of characters 
wallin« for that facility.   If the facility la Idle, 
and If the buffer Is not full, the first character 
of the burst Is sent to the facility while the 
remaining characters enter into the buffer and 
output at each subsequent clock time.   Second, 
the contents of the register that keep track of 
the total length of the buffer la updated.   Because 
of distinct destinations, the total volume of 
output from the buffer varies with o, ß, and y. 
The output from the demultiplexing buffer 
depends on both the number of characters In 
the buffer and their destinations.   The almula- 
tlon prnf.{rum keep» a record of the number of 
churncters In the buffer at the beginning of cacli 
ntCHHnge service Intorval. When the length of an 
arriving message excooda the unoccupied storage 
apace of the buffer, then a buffer overflow event 
has occurred.   The frequency of occurrence of 
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such an overflow event gives the estimate of 
buffer overflow probability, P0/. A flow chart 
of the simulation program is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig.  3  A Logic Flow Chart for the 
Buffer Simulation Model 

One of the moat important parameters 
that describes the traffic congestion of the 
demultiplexing system is traffic Intensity.   Since 
the output messages from the buffer are sent to 
various destinations, the traffic Intensity of 
each destination would be different and would 
equal 

M. 
Ki 

Li 
'l 

(3) 

where 

X  ■ message arrival rate for the ith 

destinations 

i  ■ average message length for the ith 

destination 

H   ■ transmission rate for the 1th 
destination. 

The average traffic level, p, for the 
demultiplexing system is the average of the traf- 
fic intensities of the m destinations; that is. 

_    I 
K   m 

m 

±1 (4) 
i-1 

W 
r*»/»-' 

To study the effect of destination distributions 
on buffur behavior, five- types of destination 
functiunu uro usuil in the simulation model ua 
shown In Fiji- 4. Thu tx-lutionahips iunon},' I'of, 
buffer ulzca, and dc-Htlnation dlatrlhutlon.H for 
soloctcd  t,'a and   p'a  arc obtained from HIIIIU- 
lutiun and portrayed In 1''1(;H.  TI ;>ii(l 0, 
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Fig. 6   Buffer Overflow Probabllltlea vs Duffer 
Size for Average Traffic Level, p = 0. B 

The expected queuing delay due to buffer- 
ing during demultiplexing la another Important 
parameter In the design consideration of atatls- 
tlcal multiplexors.   Since most systems allow a 
very low.ovorflow probability, the expected 
waiting time due to buffering can be approxi- 
mated by thut of an Infinite waltliiu room queuing 
model with Polsaon arrivals and geometric 
service time.   The exp-icted waiting time w.  for 
message sending to the l'h destination la 

W, 
Pt^ij-D 

20-Pj) 

eharacter-aervlce-tlmea       (5) 
2 

where ECXj ) la the second moment of ti.e moa- 
aagc length Xj for the 1th deatlnatlon. 

Since the average arrival rate and the 
averoge message length for each destination are 
different, the expected queuing delay due to 
demultiplexing for each destination la also dif- 
ferent and should be computed from Its associ- 
ated traffic Intensity and average message 
length. 

III.   Dlacusaion of Resulta 

The relationships between buffer size and 
buffer overflow probability for aelected average 

traffic levels, average burst lengths, and traffic 
destination functions are portrayed in Kigs.  5 
uml (i.   Kor a given average message length, 
and desired level af oviilow prubabllity,  the 
required buffer size Incivaaes im the average 
traffic level llUTeuHe).     Kurtln-r,   the  required 
buffer nUe vaile;i iJiMdlh .1 lly wiili the 111. usage 
«Ic.-llllUilliui Inn« UmiM.     ('i)ii.|.   rln ' llu;  tlv.- 
type;) ol Uiillli   IU ;,llii..ll..ii  inn. I'i.h.i 11,1,-i 

■.I h hin 

.<i:i 

l.i 1 

1 .iC.e ti .illlc 
' ! Km required 

■    it.-p 2 ileHtl- 
,1 it IniCfcr 

'i..e l/utli I,.1,1, i- .'il/.i: anil 
.iniili   My ullli 
.'    11     la: level, 
l'ii ■ 1 luiiu 

1 .     1 ■>•• c\ .mple, 
. ...Mly lo.nl.-t),  tlic 
it. in IUUIII b< 

In mir Hiiiiulatic.ii,   im- .1 ,- 
level,   till! liiilluini  il.vitll. 
Hie anialli.'li'l Iniili r .-.l •.. , 
luitlun I'uiiitlun iii)iiiii il 1 
size.    'i'Mfi lu l.i 1 
quculii;; delay J1.1 . .  .   .  1 .x, 
Pl.    Tliua,  fur .i (.;IVIII  .u.i 
lUlfcrent typ.-.i 1.1 l|c .1 |I,.,I 

yielil illlleieiit I.ill   i- |i, 1. 
If one of tint d.- .hi,.11.ii, , 1 , 
avura««; lialln. Ii.v. 1 .,1 ti, • 
very   low,  but »m .'.sir. ruely l..i(;.r ImllVr la 
ncede.l.   l-urtliei-,   llu- , vp, . 1. ,| ,IU, „(,,,; a^-Uy for 
InC'S.'),i;',(: :.eluHli)| li, Hi. (   !,.-,   ..|v   |,I.,I|C.,! ,1,-Hltl- 
lliltlun   W.Mlill  In-   V.JI V   I'.l  ■;.     '.'. ■     ||..   I.  ,,■  til.,I   tile 
OlTeet oi ili::itlii,(ll,,ii In.. I!    l.nlU-r |„ ii.,vlor 
IncrcuHiH as aveiai;.   li ,.1,1,   1.   . 1 liiere.iaes. 

.Slimilalion re. ul!,, m I. n . r lieliavlor 
shed lic.lit on the ivl ,11 .11 .|,:|. 1 I,, l.-een the 
denultiplexor tr.itfn   iii|,ni     .ml 1!,.. demulti- 
plexlng ayutem pirtm in.,.,. , .    ,l..r.' Mp, ^ nicully, 
the resullb «how that to 11 ,,,l ■.   il,,/ m.-.e of the 
demultiplexing bullVr KII.I i|ii. UM.,; il, K,v ilue to 
buffering,  we should 1n.l1. am    ih.   mpui , t0 the 
demultiplexor buffer ..|i|ii., ,ii,,.,i, iy cqn.illy. 
This can be achieved l>y . ..,.., ..iln./ tlie volume 
of Input traffic to the bull. 1  Mr v.i iou.i dedtlnu- 
tlons,  selecting the output 1...ii.n.i laion r.ite of 
the buffer, or both.    In a tun»--,,!i.. 1 m,;   ..i.m, 
input traffic to the deuuilti,,;. .,,1  Liuifer 1 . 
governed by the computer ^eludu'liiu ali;.>ilthm, 
such as the size of CPU iiuiuiiuin tune,    it we 
know the relationahlp* betwien llu CPT quiiitviin 
time and the volume of the CPU output*,  then a 
variable quantum time scheduling algorithm 
would be effective to schedule an equal ..mount of 
output traffic to various destination.-».    Die buffer 
outpufrate can also be changed to .uljuat the 
traffic Intensity.   To achieve a uniform traffic 
destination distribution, we should assign high 
transmission rate lines to those destinations 
tnut have high volumes of truffle. 

In our simulation model, tun buffer output 
destinations are used. Since the input truffle to 
the buffer la random, the ten output destinations 

This relationship depends on the computer 
ayatem and program behavior in question,  and 
could be obtained via measurement or 
simulation. 
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can nlno be viewed aa ten Rroupg of outputs pro- 
vided the outputs In each ßroup have approxi- 
mately the same value of traffic Jntenalty. * When 
a demultiplexing buffer has more than ten outputs, 
we could group them Into ten groups according 
to their traffic Intensities, and then select the 
appropriate graphs to estimate Its buffer 
behavior. 

The Hlmulutlon wan performed by using 
the cr'SS program on the IHM 300/91 at UCLA. 
The computing time required for the simulation 
depends larpely on the sample size and the num- 
ber of destinations used. For a given or,/3, and a 
di'stin.itlon distribution, the computing time 
required for an experiment (which represent^ a 
curve on the graph) of lO'1 samples and ten 
dostinntlonH Is about five minutes.   As Is com- 
mon in many stochastic experiments, their 
results are setiMltlve with sample sizes.   A 
lar^iT Hample Mi '.c yii'lds a more accurate oati- 
mation.    Kur i\ rumpromiae between accuracy 
and coinpuiitig linn' ri'qiiln-d, a sample size of 
ICH wan Mclcctcil lor ■ loli experiment. 

I" i:x.i mplc 

Comkler tli'   >'.' ■■\i'.i\ of the demultiplexing 
syHtem for a tin ••    'wnnj; system that employs 
the statistical nmllipl« vinir Icelmlque as shown 
in I-'lg.  la.    The iiipni ir.if.'lc to the demultl- 
plcxnr is ni'iirr ■!•   I riMin tin' nonpulor and can 
be approxininl'il   i i  TflM ;iiti arrivals.   The 
message I* nglli ■ m I"' apprnxlmatcd as gcomet- 

I with .1 iii".'ii of 20 characters. 
s.i.V ili'il'n.illon can be pnrtl- 

UKI Ih.' (Icntlnallon func- 
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changing the CPU scheduling algorltlim.   In a 
practlca.1 system design, wt should further 
consider the inquiry response time constraints, 
the overhead cost of various scheduling algo- 
rithms, and the CPU throughput. 

V.   Conclusions 

The statistical demultiplexor conslets of a 
buffjr and a switching circuit.   Due to the com- 
plex output structure of the demultiplexing 
buffer. Its behavior Is studied via computer sim- 
ulation.   Simulation results  reveal that the 
traffic destination function has a drastic effect 
on the demultiplexing buffer behavior.  The best 
buffer behavior Is achieved by the uniform desti- 
nation function; that Is, the amount of traffic 
sending to various destinations arc equal.   Since' 
the CPU scheduling algorithm In a time-sharing 
system strongly affects the traffic destination 
function, computer operating systems have large 
Influences on demultiplexor performance.     For 
example;, a variable CPU quantum time sched- 
uling algorithm may be effective In producing a 
uniform dcatlnatlon function and may yield better 
demultiplexing performance.   Thus the simula- 
tion model and the results In this paper serve as 
a useful guide in designing the demultiplexing 
system and In planning an optimal computer 
comnumication system. 
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ABSTRACT 

The design of the ARPA Computer Network brought 
together manv individuals with diverse backgrounds and 
philosophies. In this paper, we review the methods used in 
the design of the Network from the vantaoe of over two years 
experience in its development. The design variables, system 
constraints, and performance criteria for the network are 
discussed alonq with an evaluation of the tools used to 
design an efficient and reliable system. The design 
procedures and the conclusions reached about the network's 
properties appear to be generally applicable to messaqe 
switched networks. Conseauently, the results of this paper 
should be useful in the desiqn and study of other 
store-and-forward computer communication networks. 

*This work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects 
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No. DAHC 15-69-C-0179 and DAI1C-71-C-0088 at Bolt Beranek 
and Newman Inc., and Contract No. DAHC 15-69-C-0285 at the 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The ARPA Network (ARPANET) project brouaht toaothcr 
many individuals with diverse backqrounds, philosophies, ami 
technical approaches from the fields of computer science, 
communication theory, operations research and others. The 
project was aimed at providing an efficient and reliable 
computer communications system (usinq messaqe switchinn 
techniques) in which computer resources such as proorams, 
data, storacre, special purpose hardware etc. could be 
shared amona computers and amonq many users C^^]« '"he 
variety of desiqn methods, ranqincr from theoretical mouelinq 
to hardware development, were primarily emnloveci 
independentIv, althouqh cooperative efforts amonq dosinners 
occurred on occasion. As of November 1971, the network has 
been an operational facilit" for manv months, with about 2Ü 
participatina sites, a network information center accessible 
via the net, and well over a hundred researchers, system 
proqrammers, computer center directors and other technical 
and administrative personnel involved in its operation. 

In this paper, we review anu evaluate tiie methods used 
in the ARPANKT desiqn from the vantaqe of over two years 
experience in the development of the network. In writinu 
this paper, the authors have each made eoual contributions 
durina a series of intensive discussions and debates. 
Rather than present merely a summary of the procedures that 
were used in the network desiqn, we have attempteu to 
evaluate one anothers methods to determine their advantaqes 
and drawbacks. Our approaches and philosophies have often 
differed radically and, as a result, this has not been an 
easy or undisturbinq process. On the other hand, we have 
found our collaboration to be extrememly rewardinn anu, 
remarkably, we have uncovered many similar properties about 
the netv/ork's behavior that seem to be generally applicable 
to messaqe switched netv/orks. 

The essence of a network is its desiqn philosophv, its 
performance characteristics, and its cost of implementation 
and operation. Unfortunatel", there is no qenerally 
accepted definition of an "optimal" networl: or even of a 
"qood" network. For example, a network desiqned to transmit 
larqe amounts of data onlv durinq late eveninq hours miaht 
call for structural and performance characteristics far 
different from one servicinq large numbers of users who are 
rapidly exchanoinq short messaqes durinq business hours. iVe 
expect this topic, and others sucli as the merits of messaqe 
switchinq vs. circuit switchinq or distributee vs. 
centralized control to be a subject of discussion for manv 
years £1,14,32,34]. 
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A cost analysis performed in 1967-1968 for the ARPA 
Network indicated that the use of message switching would 
lead to more economical communications and better overall 
availability and utilization of resources than other methods 
£34,36}. In addition to its impact on the availability of 
computer resources, this decision has generated widespread 
interest in store-and-forward communications. In many 
instances, the use of store-and-forward communication 
techniques can result in greater flexibility, higher 
reliability, significant technical advantage, and 
substantial economic savings over the use of convential 
common carrier offerings. An obvious trend towarus 
increased computer and communication interaction has bequn. 
In addition to the ARPANET, research in several laboratories 
is underway, small experimental networks are being built, 
and a few examples of other government and commercial 
networks are already apparent C6f7,31,40,41,47,4öJ. 

In the ARPANET, each time-sharinq or batch proccssinn 
computer, called a Host, is connected to a öinall computer 
called an Interface Messaqe Processor (IMP/. The l.Ml's, 
which are interconnected by leased 5ü kilobi t/r.econd 
circuits, handle all netv;ork conmunication for their Hor.ts. 
To send a message to another Host, a Host precedes the text 
of its messaae with an address and simply delivers it to its 
IMP. The I'Ts then deterninc the route, proviue error 
control , and notify the sender of its receipt. The 
collection of Hosts, Imps, and circuits forms the messaqe 
switched resource sharinq network. A good description of 
the ARPANET, and some earlv results on protocol development 
and modelinq are given in C3,15j. Some experimental 
utilization of the ARPANET is described in CA2J. A more 
recent evaluation of such networks and a forvard look is 
given in C35,39j. 

The development of the Network involved four principal 
activities: 

(1) The design of the IMPs to act as nodal store-and 
forward switches, 

(2) the topoloqical desiqn to snecifv the capacity anti 
location of each communication circuit within the 
network, 

(3) The desiqn of hiqher level protocols for the use of 
the network bv time-sharinq, batch processinq and 
other data processinq systems, and 

(4) System modelinq and measurement of network 
performance. 

Each of the first three activities were essentially 
performed independently of each other, whereas the modelinq 
effort partly affected the IMP desiqn effort, and closely 
interacted with the topoloqical desiqn project. 
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The IMPs were designed by Bolt Bcranek and Newman Inc. 
(BBN) and were built to operate independent of the exact 
network connectivity; the tonoloaical structure was 
specified by Netv/ork Analysis Corporation (N'AC) using models 
of network perfonnance developed by NAC and by the 
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). The major 
efforts in the area of system modeling were perfornod at 
UCLA using theoretical and simulation techniques. Network 
performance measurements have been conducted during the 
development of the network by BBN and by the Network 
Measurement Center at UCLA. To facilitate effective use of 
the net, higher level (user) protocols are under development 
by a group of representatives of universities and research 
centers. This group, known as the Network Working Group, 
has already specified a Host to Host protocol and a Telnet 
protocol, and is in the process of completing other function 
oriented protocols C4,29j. We make no attempt to elaborate 
on the Host protocol desian problems in this paper. 
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II.  THE NETWORK DESIGN PROBLEM 

A variety of performance recruirements and system 
contraints were considered in the design of the net, 
unfortunately, many of the key design objectives had to be 
specified long before the actual user requirements coulu be 
known. Once the decision to employ message switching was 
made, and fifty kilobit/second circuits were chosen, the 
critical design variables were the network operating 
procedure and the network topology; the desired values of 
throughput, delay, reliability and cost were system 
performance and constraint variables. Other constraints 
affected the structure of the netwerk, but not its overall 
properties, such as those arising from decisions about the 
length of time a message could remain within the network, 
the location of IHPs relative to location of Hosts, and the 
number of Hosts to be handled by a single IMP, 

In this section, we identify thf? central issues related 
to IMP design, topological design, a' ' network modelina. In 
the remainder of the paper, we descxbe the major design 
techniques which have evolved, 

2.1  IMP PROPERTIES 

The key issse in the desian of the IVPs was the 
definition of a relationship between the IMP subnet and the 
Hosts to partition responsibilities so that reliable and 
efficient operation would be achieved. The decision was 
made to build an autonomous subnet, independent (as much as 
possible) of the operation of any Host. For reliability, 
the IMPs were desiancd to be robust against all line 
failures and the vast majority of IMP and Host failures. 
This decision required routing strategies that dynamicallv 
adapt to changes in the states of IMPs and circuits, an 
elaborate flow control strategy to protect the subnet 
against Host malfunction and congestion due to IMP buffer 
limitations. In addition, a statistics and status reporting 
mechanism was needed to monitor the behavior of the network. 

The number of circuits that an IMP must handle is a 
desiqn constraint directly affecting both the structures of 
the IMP and the topological design. The speed of the IMP 
and the required storaqe for program and buffers depenu 
directly upon the total reauired processing capacity, which 
must be high enough to switch traffic from one line to 
another when all are fully occupied. Of great importance is 
the property that all IMPs operate with identical programs. 
Thir technique greatly simplifies the problem of 
understanding network operation and makes network 
modifications easy to perform. 
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The detailed physical structure of the IMP is not 
discussed in this paper C2f15J. However, the operatinq 
procedure, which guides packets through the net, is very 
much of interest here. The flow control, routing, and error 
control techniques are integral parts of the operating 
procedure and can be studied apart from the hardware by 
which they are implemented. Most hardware modifications 
require changes to many IMPs already installed in the field, 
while a change in the operatinq procedure can often be made 
more conveniently by a chanqe to the sinqle operatinq 
program common to all IMPs, which can then be propagated 
from a single location via the net. 

2.2  TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

The topoloqical desiqn resulted in the specification of 
the location and capacity of all circuits in the network. 
Projected Host - Host traffic estimates were known at the 
start to be either unreliable or wronq.  Therefore, the 
network was desiqned under the assumption of equal traffic 
between  all pairs of nodes.   (Additional superimposed 
traffic was sometimes included for those  nodes  with 
expectation   of  higher  traffic  requirements).   The 
topoloqical structure was determinea with the aid  of 
specially developed heuristic proarams  to achieve a low 
cost, reliable network with a high throuqhput and a general 
insensitivity to the exact traffic distribution.  Curirentlv, 
only 50 kilobit/second circuits are being used in the 
ARPANET»   This  speed  line was  chosen  to allow rapid 
transmission of short messages for interactive processing, 
as well as to achieve high throughput for transmission of 
long messages.  For reliability, the network was constrained 
to have at least two independent paths between each pair of 
IMPs. 

The topological design problem requires consideration 
of the following two  questions: 

(J) Starting with a given state of the network 
topology, what circuit modifications are required to 
add or delete a set of IMPs? 

(2) Starting with a given state of network topology, 
when and where should circuits be added or deleted to 
account for long term changes in network traffic? 

If the locations of all network nodes are known in 
advance, it is clearly most efficient to desiqn the 
topoloqical structure as a sinqle qlobal effort. However, 
in the ARPANET, as in most actual networks, the initial 
designation of node locations is modified on numerous 
occasions. On each such occasion, the topology can be 
completely reoptimized to determine a new set of circuit 
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locations. 

In practice, there is a long lead time between the 
ordering and the delivery of a circuit and major topological 
modifications cannot be made without substantial difficulty. 
It is therefore prudent to add or delete nodes with as 
little disturbance as possible to the basic network 
structure consistent with overall economical operation. 
Fiqure 1 shows the evolution of the ARPANET from the basic 
four IMP desiqn in 1969 to the presently planned 26 IMP 
version. Inspection of the 24 and 26 IMP network designs 
reveals a few substantial changes in topology that take 
advantage of the new nodes being added. Surprisingly 
enouqh, a complete reoptimization of the 26 IMP topoloqy 
yields a network only slightly less expensive (about 1% per 
year) than the present network design 128J. 

2.3  NETWORK MODHLS 

The development of an accurate mathematical model for 
the evaluation of time delay in comouter networks is among 
the more difficult of the topics discussed in this paper. 
On the one hand, the model must properly reflect the 
relevant features of the net'.;ork structure and operation, 
includinq practical constraints. On the other hand, the 
model must result in a mathematical formulation which is 
tractible and from which meaningful results can be 
extracted. However, the two requirements are often 
incomnatible and we search for an acceptable comnromise 
between these two extremes. 

The major modelina effort thus far has been the study 
of the Savior of networks of queues £2lJ. This emphasis 
is loqical since in messaqe switched systems, messages 
experience queueinq delays as they pass f^. ^J^"0^ 
and thus a siqnificant performance measure is the speed at 
"LssagS can be1 delivered, ^he queueinq models were 
developed at a time when there were no operational networks 

avIuaKe for experimentation *** ?°deif ^^riheJr 
simulation was the only tool capable of testint, their 
validity. The models, which at all times were recognized to 
be idealized statements about the real network, were 
nonetSSless crucial to the ARPANLT topoloqical desiqn effort 
since they afforded the only known way to quantitatively 
predLr the properties of different routing schemes and 
topological structures. The models have been subsequently 
demonstrated to be very accurate predictors of network 
throuqhput and indispensible in providinq analytical insight 
into the network's behavior. 

The real problem confrontinq the desiqner is to create 
a system which provides suitable network performance at an 
acceptable system  cost.   In  particular,   for  given 
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performance constraints on average packet delay, throughput, 
reliability and total network cost, he must design the IMP 
hardware and its operating procedure , select the topology, 
and assign capacities to each channel. Tnis design must 
typically be conducted without the benefit of accurate (or 
often even reasonable) estimates of the user traffic 
requirements. Futhermore, the design is constrained, for 
example, by the discrete nature of the available channel 
capacities, and the number of channels which an IMP can 
service. A design constraint for the ARPANET is that, on 
the average, a packet must travel from origin to destination 
in 0,2 seconds. This complete problem formulation is 
sufficiently complex that it is difficult to begin thn 
mathematical analysis, much less to obtain an "optimum" 
solution. The key to the successful development of 
tractible models has been to factor the problem into a set 
of simpler queueing problems. There arc also heuristic 
design procedure that one can use in this case. These 
procedures seem to work quite well and are described later 
in the paper. 

However, if one soecializes the problen and removes 
some of the real constraints, theory and analysis become 
useful to provide understanding, intuition and desicrn 
guidelines for the oriainal constrained problen. This 
approach uncovers global properties of network behavior, 
which provide keys to good heuristic design procedures ana 
ideal performance bounds. 
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HI.  DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

In this section we describe the approaches taken to thn 
desiqn problems introduced in Section II. We first 
summarize the important properties of the ARPANET desiqn: 

(1) A communications cost of less than 30 cents per 
thousand packets(approximately a meqabit). 

(2) Average packet delays under 0.2 seconds through the 
not* 

(3) Capacity for expansion to 64 IMPS without major 
hardware or software redesign. - ,n  m 

(4) Average total throughput capability of lü - i^ 
kilobits/second for all Hosts at an IMP. 

(5) Peak throughput capability of 85 kilobits/second 
per pair of IMPs in an otherwise unloaded network. 

(6) Transparent communications with maximum message 
size of anproximatelv 8000 bits and error rates of 
one bit in 10 *"   or less. „T,^,, 

(7) Approximately 98% availability of any IMP and close 
to 100% availability of all operating IMPs from anv 
operable IMP. 

The relationships between the various design efforts is 
illustrated by these properties. The topoloaical desinn 
nrovides for both a desired average throuqhnut and for two 
or mire pa?hs to be fullv used for conrunication between any 
pair of Hosts.The operating procedure should allow any pair 
of Hosts to achieve those objectives. Tne availability of 
mvs to communicate reflects both the fact t^. ^f *^ 
down about 2% of the time and that the topology is selecteu 
so ?hafcircuit failures contribute little additional to the 
total system downtime. 

3.1 IMP Di:sinn 

The IMP design consists of two closely coupled but 
nonetheless separable pieces - the P^-al hardware 
snecification (based on timing and reliability 
considerations and the operatinq procedure) and the design 
anS implementation of the operating .Pro^fr* ^d ^ 
specified I"P hardware. The IMP originally developed for 
the ARPANET contains a 16-bit one microsecond computer that 
can handle a total bandwidth of approximately one 
meSabit/second (e.g. twenty 50 ^^{-^sfcase^here 
all the messanes are maximum size. In the worst ^e, whore 
all the messages are short, the IMP capacity is about 0.3 
mÜAhitq/second Q5J. Hardware is likely to change as a 
function of the require IMP capacity but an operatinq 
procedure that operates well at one IMP capacity ^likely 
?o be transferable to machines that provide different 
caoacitv However, as a network grows in size and 
"ilizatlon, a more Comprehensive operating procedure that 
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takes  account of known structural properties, such as a 
hierarchical topology, may be appropriate. 

Four primary areas of IMP design, namely message 
handling and buffering, error control, flow control, and 
routing are discussed in this section. The IMP provides 
buffering to handle messages for its Host and packets for 
other IMPs. Error control is reguireo to provide reliable 
communication of Host messages in the presence of noisy 
communication circuits. 

The design of the operating procedure should allow high 
throuqhput in the net under heavy traffic loads. Two 
potential obstacles to achieving this objective are: (1) The 
net can become conqested and cause the throuqhput to 
decrease with increasinc load, and (2) The routinq procedure 
may be unable to always adapt sufficiently fast to the rapid 
movement of packets to insure efficient routinq. A Flow 
Control and Routing procedure is needed thnt can efficiently 
meet this requirement. 

3.1.1 Message Handling and Bufferinq 

In the ARPANET, the maximum messaac size was 
constrained to be approximately 80UÜ bits. A pair of hosts 
will typically communicate over the net via a sequence of 
transmitted messaqes. To obtain delays of a few tenths of a 
second for such messaqes and to lower the requirea IMP 
buffer storaqe, the IMP proqram partitions each messaqc into 
one or more packets each containing at most approximately 
1000 bits. Each packet of a message is transmitted 
independently to the destination where the messaqe is 
reassembled by the IMP before shipment to that destination 
Host. Alternately, the Hosts could assume the 
responsibility for reassemblinq messaqes. For an 
asynchronous IMP-Host channel, this sliqhtly simplifies the 
IMP'S task. However, if even/ IMP-Host channel is 
synchronous, and the Host provides the reassembly, the I u 
task is considerably simplified at the expense of I.lP-like 
softv/are in each Host and error control on the I. 1 -Host 
circuit. Since each Host would require a different proqram 
to perform these functions, this would be a very costlv 
orocess compared to the simplicity of writina a common 
proqram for all IMPs. On balance, it is least costly uo 
provide reassembly by the IMPs or to restrict the messaqe 
lenqths to a sinqle packet at the possible expense of 
lowered throuqhput. 

The method of handlinq buffers should bo simple to 
allow for fast processinq and a small amount of proqran. 
The number of buffers should be sufficient to store enouah 
packets for the circuits to be used to capacity; the size of 
the buffers may be intuitively selected with the aid of 
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For example» 
simple analytical tecl,l"^S^n^'o I?1P for simplicity of 
fixed buffer sizes «e useful xn the cient utiliZation 
desiqn and speed of OP«"*ion, out kets. if each 
can arise because of v^1*^* ^ and provides space for M 
buffer contains A words of overhead an ^ ^ uniformly 
,,~~*c    nf text,  and if messaqe  a  „,„,,„ e^y     that tue that 

storaqo  is 
^ords of text,  and if ^ss^an ^^shown UV 
distributed between ^anci.^' ^^ expected st_ 
choice of M th^ ^\™Zllaclfcei

e*F  is chosen  to be 
approximately VAL-   ^"„Son that most traffic will be 
Srt^anrtirt ^thf ^^rof^rhead can be as much as, 
say, 25% of buffer storaqe. 

3|.2  Error Control 

e„0-S.^rro KÄS ^onKif"" 
J n• «^«H hn their destination out of (1) Messaqes are delivered to tneir a 

order. delivered   to   the 
(2) Duplicate  messaqes   are 

destination. or-v-orc; 
(3) Messaqes are deliverea with errors. 
M) Messaqes are not delivered. 

The task of Proper senuencina of meSsSaqeStJorrüdeliverv 

to the destination /^^^^rol. If at most one messaqe 
both error control and flow c°f^-betv;een a pair of hosts 
at a time is anowocl ^rlllv A duplicate packet will 
proper sequencinq occ^rs4.n^U?f,1,%fter an acknowledqment has 
arrive at the destina^°ns^Cessfully receiveu packet to been missed, thus causinq a succcssf  ^^  the  fi 
be retransmitted. The ^ ^ nunbcr to each packet as 
conditions by assiqnl"q * ^oSessinq the seauence number at 
it enters the ^^^^""f^at performs reassembly can 
the destination IMP. A "f^^^r numbers and check for 
also assiqn and process seq^^cations, the order of 
dipUcate packets. /-.^^ ^f^ate^i^l. For priority 
delivery to the destination is^ thc ^^  ^ fast 

ruSy'reouires'a perturbation to the sequence. 

• -i    n*n*t>d       bv  noise  on  tne 
Errors are P™rilv  f^lea most simply by error 

communication circultS
Q^n

abetween each pair of IMPs alona detection and ^transmission between     H  r    es   xtra 

the transmission Path-.^^ircuit speeds or circuit 
storaqe in the IMP if e^as" Failures in detectina 
lenqths  substantially grease. r of years ^o 
errors can be made to occur on t head (20 -3Ü parity 
centuries apart .^^ ^ kUobit/second circuits in the 
bits per packet with the 50 Kilobi /       ^ codcS may be 
ARPANET).  Standard cyclic error 

usefully applied here. 
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A reliable system desian insures that each transmitted 
message is accurately delivered to Its intended destination. 
The occasional time when an IMP fails and destroys a useful 
in-€ransit message is likely to occur far less often than a 
similar failure in the Hosts and has proven to be 
unimportant in practice, as are errors due to IMP memory 
failures. A simple end to end retransmission strategy will 
protect against these situations, if the practical need 
should arise. However, the IMPs must be designed so that 
they can be removed fron the network without destroying 
their internally stored packets. 

3.1.3 Flow Control 

A network in which packets may freely enter and leave 
can become conqested or loaically deadlocked and cause the 
movement of traffic to halt £5,17). Flow control techniques 
are required to prevent these conditions from occurrinq. 
The provision of extra buffer storaqe will mitiqatc aaainst 
conqestion and deadlocks, but cannot in qeneral prevent 
then. 

The sustained failure of a destination Host to accept 
packets from its IMP at the rate of arrival will cause the 
net to fill up and become conaested. Two kinds of loqical 
deadlocks, known as reassembly lockup and storo-ar.d-fcrvard 
lockup may occur. In reassembly lockup, packets of 
partially reassembled nessaqes are blocked from reacning tne 
destination IMP, (thus preventinq the message from beina 
completed and the reassembly space freed), by other packets 
in the not that are v/aiting for reasaenLly space at that 
destination to become free. In a store and forward lockup, 
the destination has room to accept arriving packets, but the 
packets interfere with each other by tying up buffers in 
transit in such a way that none of the packets are able to 
reach the destination £17]. These phenonena have only boon 
made to occur during very carefully arranged testina of the 
ARPANET and by simulation t49j. 

In the oriqinal ARPANET desiqn, the use of software 
links and RFf.'MS protected aqainst conaestion by a single 
link or a small set of links. However, the combined traffic 
on a large number of links could still produce connestion. 
Althouqh this strateqy did not protect aaainst lockup, for 
the levels of traffic encountered by the net to date, the 
method has provided ample protection. 

A particularly simple flow control alqorithm that 
auqments the original IMP design to prevent congestion and 
lockup is also described in tl7j. This scheme includes a 
mechanism whereby packets may be discarded from the net at 
the destination IMP when congestion is about to occur, witli 
a copy of each discarded packet to be retransmitted a short 
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time later by the originating Host's  IMP.   Rather  than 
experience excessive delays within the net as traffic levels 

the     trfnoff'.the ^f^ is ^eued outside the net so that the  transit time delays  internal  to the net continue to 
remain small  This, strategy prevents the insertion of more 
traffic into the net than it can handle. 

delaJ* ^T.im?0ftant^0 n0te the dual acquirement for small 
^t^r-J.L interactive traffic and high bandwidth for the 
itit Tu 1 of flles- T° allow high bandwidth between a 
pair of Hosts, the net must be able to accept a steady flow 
of packets from one Host and at the same time be able to 
rapidly quench the flow at the entrance to the source IMP in 
the event of imminent congestion at the destination. This 
afaoi^h^^r1^5 .that * seParate provision be made in the 
«v^ • Protect short interactive messages from 
experiencing unnecessarily high delays. 

3.1.4 Routing 

Network routing strategies for distributed networks 
require routing decisions to be made with only information 
available to an IMP and the IMP must execute those decisions 
to effect  the routing Cl4,15J.  A simple example of such a 
ron^W0 haVO eaCh IMP handling a packet independently 
route it along its current estimate of the shortest path to 
the destination. K 

For many applications, it suffices to deal with an 
idealized routing strateav which may not simulate the IMP 
routing functions in detail or which uses information not 
available to the IMP. The general properties of both 
strategies are usually similar , differing mainlv in certain 
implementation details such as the availability of buffers 
or the constraint of counters and the need for the routing 
to quickly adapt to changes in IMP and circuit status. 

The  IMPs perform the  routing  comnutations   usinq 
information  received  fron other IMPs and local information 
such as the alive/dead state of its circuits.  In the normal 
case of tine varying loa'.ls, local information alone, such as 
the lenoth of internal queues, is insufficient to provide an 
efficient  routing stratea" without  assistance  fron  the 
neighboring IMPs.   It is  possible  to obtain  sufficient 
information fron the neighbors to provide efficient routing 
with a small amount of computation neodea per IMP and 
without each IMP requiring a topological man of the network, 
in certain applications where  traffic patterns exhibit 
regularity,  the use of a central controller miaht even be 
preferable.  However, for most  applications which  involve 
dynamically varying traffic flow, it appears that a central 
controller cannot be used more effectively than the IMPs  to 
update routing tables if such a controller is constrained to 
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ttuVf^tS information via the net. It is also a less 
reliable approach to routing than to distribute the routina 
decisions among the IMPs. routiner 

net Tn6 ^ffinCT inJ0™ation ca"not be propagated about the 
?nL 2 sufflclent time to accurately characterize the 
instantaneous  traffic flow.   An  efficient  aKor.thm 

pac"tsre'but 0r^h n0t fOCUR 0n thG mOVGmCnt of inaiviaa"! packets, but rather use topoloaical or statistical 
information in the selection of routes. For exannlc b^ 
using an averaging procedure, the flow of traffic Can' bo 
made to build up smoothly. This allows the routine 
algorithm ample time to adjust its tables in each I-p 
advance of the buildup of traffic. in 

IMP  S? *?    originally used in the AHPA network had each 
JZ*. .   0ne ^"tPut  line per destination onto which to 
route packets. The line was chosen to be the one with 
minimum estimated time delay to the destination! i'he 
selection was updated every half second usina minimum tine 
Tf l^T, fr0n the nei^h^incT IMPS and internal estimates 
of the delay to each of the neiahhors. Lven thouah tSo 
routina algorithm only selects one line at a tine per 
destination, two output lines will be used if a queue of 
packets waitina transmission on one line builds un before 
the routing update occurs  and  another  line  is  chosen' 

destiWinnnto f0 ^ ■5Chem0  Which all0W SCVer^ lines" p"; destination to be used m an update interval  (durinq which 
the  routinq is not changed) are possible usinq two or more 
time delay estimates to select the paths. 

In practice, this annroach has worked quite effectively 
with  the moderate levels of traffic experienced in the net 
For heavy traffic flow, this strateqy will be inefficient* 
since  the  routinq information  is  based on the lenqth of 
queues, which we have seen can chanqe much faster  than  the 

rSr?^^?. ^bOUt . the ■ ChanOC Can bG distributed. Fortunately, this information is still usable,  although  it 
can be substantially out of date and will not, in general, 
be helpful in making efficient routinq decisions in tue 
heavy traffic case. 

A more intricate scheme, recently developed by lilili 
allows multiple paths to be efficiently used even durinq 
heavy traffic lid}. Preliminary simulation studies indicatS 
tnat it can be tailored to provide efficient routine in a 
network with a variety of heavy traffic conditions. ' This 
method separates the problem of defininq routes onto which 
packets may be routed from the problem of selectinq a route 
when a particular packet must bo routed. By this technique, 
it is possible to send packets down a path with the fewest 
X.lPs and excess capacity , or when that path is filled, the 
one with the next fewest IMPs and excess canacity, etc 
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A similar approach to routing was independently derived 
by NAC using an idealized method that did not require the 
IMPs to participate in the routing decisions. Another 
approach using a flow deviation technique has recently been 
studied £13J. The intricacies of the exact approach lead to 
a metering procedure that allows the overall netv/ork flow to 
be changed slowly for stability and to perturb existing flow 
patterns to obtain an increased flow. These approaches all 
possess, in common, essential ingredients of a dGsirablo 
routing strategy, 

3.2  TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

An efficient topological design provides a high 
throughput for a given cost. Although many measures of 
throughput are possible, a convenient one is the average 
amount of traffic that a sinqlc IMP can send into the 
network when all other IMPs are transmitting according to a 
specified traffic pattern. Often, it is assumed that all 
other IMPs are behaving identically and each IMP is sondinq 
equal amounts of traffic to each other IMP. The constraints 
on the topological design are the available common carrier 
circuits, the target cost or throughput, the desired 
reliability, and the cost of computation required to perforn 
the topological design. 

Since, there was no clnar specification of the amount 
of traffic that the network would have to accomodatc 
initially, it was first constructed with enough excess 
capacity to accomodatc anv reasonable traffic ronuirenonts. 
Then as nev; IMPs were added to the system, the capacity was 
and is still being systematically reduced until the traffic 
level occupies a substantial fraction of the netv/ork's total 
capacity. At this point, the net's capacity will be 
increased to maintain the desired percentage of loading. At 
the initial stages of netv/ork design, the "two-connected" 
reliability constraint essentially determined a minimum 
value of maximum throughput. This constraint forces the 
average throughput to be in the ranqe 10-15 kilobits per 
second per IM.P since tv/o communication paths between every 
pair of IM.Ps are needed. Alternatively, if this level of 
throughput is required, then the reliability specification 
of "two-connectivity" can he obtained without additional 
cost. 

3.2.1  Reliability Computations 

A simple and natural characterization of network 
reliability is the ability of the network to sustain 
cominunication between all operable pairs of IMPs. For 
design purposes, the requirement of two independent paths 
between nodes insures that at least two IMPs and/or circuits 
must  fail  before  any pair of operable  IMPs cannot 
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conumunicate. This criterion is independent of the 
properties of the IMPs and circuits, does not take into 
account the "degree" of disruption that may occur and hence, 
does not reflect the actual availability of resources in the 
network. A more meaningful measure is the average fraction 
of IMP pairs that cannot cornmunicate because of IMP and 
circuit failures. This calculation requires knowledge of 
the IMP and circuit failure rates, and could not be 
performed until enough operating data was gathered to make 
valid predictions. 

To calculate network reliability, we must consider 
elementary network structures known as cutsets. A cutset is 
a set of circuits and/or IMPs whose removal from the network 
breaks all communication paths between at least two operable 
IMPs. To calculate reliability, it is often the case that 
all cutsets must be either enumerated or estimated. As an 
example , in a 23 IMP, 28 circuit ARPA Network design 
similar to the one shown in Figure 1(d), there are over 
twenty million ways of deleting only circuits so that the 
remaining network has at least one operable pair of IMPs 
with no intact communication paths. Table 1 indicates the 
numbers of cutsets in the 23 IMP network as a function of 
the number of circuits they contain. 

A combination of analvsis antl sinulation can be used to 
comnute the average fraction of non-communicating IMP pairs. 
Detailed descriptions of the analysis methods are given in 
C44J while their application to the analysis of the ARPAKLT 
is discussedin C43J. The results of an analysis of the 23 
IMP version of the network are shown in Ficmre 2. The curve 
marked A shows the results under the assumption that IMPs do 
not fail, while the curve marked B shows the case where 
circuits do not fail. The curve marked C assumes that both 
IMPs and circuits fail with equal probability. In actual 
operation, the averaqe failure probability of both IMPs and 
circuits is about C.02. For this value, it can be seen that 
the effect of circ. _ failures is far less siqnificant than 
the effect of IMP failures. If an IMP fails in a network 
with n IMPs, at least n-1 other IMPs cannot communicate with 
it. Thus, good network design cannot improve upon the 
effect directly due to IMP failures, which in the ARPAt.ET is 
the major factor affecting roliabilty. Further, more 
intricate reliability analyses which consider the loss of 
throughout capacity because of circuit failures have also 
been performed and these losses shown to be negliqible C281. 
Finallv, unequal failure rates due to differences in line 
lengths have been shown to have only minor effects on tiie 
analysis and can usually be neglected 127]. 

3.2.2 Topological Optimization 
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Durincj the computer optimization process, tho 
reliability of the topology is assunod to be acccptalile if 
the network is at least two-connected. The ohjoct of the 
optimization is to decrease the ratio of cost to throuqlinut 
subject to an overall cost limitation. This tecliniquo 
employs a sophisticated network optimization pronran that 
utilizes circuit exchange heuristics, routinq and flow 
analysis algorithms, to generate low cost desians. In 
addition, two time delav models were initiallv useu to{ 
1) calculate the throucrhput corresponding to to an avcraac 
time delay of 0.2 seconds, (2) estimate the packet rejection 
rate due to all buffers filling at an iriP. As exnerienco 
with these models grew, the packet rejection rate was founu 
to be neciligible and the computation discontinued. Tiie 
delay computation (eguation (7) in section 3.3.2) was 
subsequently first replaced by a heuristic calculation to 
soeed the computation and later eliminated after it wan 
found that time delays could be guaranteed to be acceptably 
low by prevontinn cutsets from beinq saturated. This 
"threshold" behavior is discussed further in section 3.3. 

The basic method of optimization was described in Ll27 
while extensions to the desiqn of large networks arc 
discussed in C9]. The method operates by initially 
oeneratinq, either manually or by computer, a "startina 
network" that satisfies the overall network constraints but 
is not, in general, a low cost network. The computer tr.en 
iterativelv modifies the startinq networl' in simple stonn 
until a lower cost network is found that satisfies the 
constraints or the process is terminated. The process is 
repeated until no further improvements can be found. Us inn 
a different startinq network can result in a different 
solution. However, by incorporatinq sensible heuristics and 
by using a variet" of carefully chosen startinq networks and 
some dearee of man-machine interaction, "excellent" final 
networks usually result. Experience has shown that there 
are a wide variety of such networks with different 
topological structures but similar cost and performance. 

The kev to this design effort is the heuristic 
procedure by which the iterative netv/ork modifications are 
made. The method used in the ARPM.'LT design involves the 
removal and addition of one or two circuits at a time. Many 
methods have been employed, at various times, to identify 
the appropriate circuits for potential addition or deletion. 
For example, to delete uneconomical circuits a 
straiqhtforward procedure simply deletes sinqle circuits in 
numerical or^ar, reroutes traffic and reevaluates cost until 
a decrease in cost per meqabit is found. At this point, the 
deletion is made permanent and the process begins aoain. A 
somewhat more sophisticated procedure deletes circuits in 
order of increasing utilization, while a more complex method 
attempts  to evaluate the effect of  the removal of any 
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circuit before any deletion is attempted. The circuit with 
the greatest likelihood of an improvement is then considered 
for removal and to  on. 

There are a huqe number of reasonable heuristics for 
circuit exchanges. After a groat deal of exoeriruintation 
with many of these, it appears that the choice of a 
particular heuristic is not critical. Instead, the speed 
and efficiency with which potential exchanaos can be 
investigated appears to be the limiting factor affecting tnc 
quality of the final design. Finally, as the si2e of the 
network increases, the greater the cost becomes to perforn 
any circuit exchange optimization. Docomnosition of the 
network design into regions becomes necessary and additional 
heuristics are needed to determine effective decompositions. 
It presently appears that these methods can bo used to 
de-.ign relatively efficient networks with a few hundred IMPs 
while substantially new procedures will be necessary for 
networks of greater size. 

The topological design requires a routing alaorithm  to 
evaluate  the  throughout capability of any given networK. 
Its properties must reflect those of an  implemcntablo 
routine  algorithm,   for  example,  within  the AP,'7.;;f:v. 
Although  the  routing problem can  be  formulated P.K   a 
"multicommoditv  flow problem"  ClOj  and  solved by linear 
programming for networks with  20  - 3'J     I'Ts  [RJ,  faster 
techniques   are  needed when  the  routinq  alqorit.'ip  is 
incorporated in a desiqn procedure.   The  dosiqn procedure^ 
for the ARPA Network topoloqy itoratively analyses thousand:- 
of networks.  To satisfv the  requirements  for  snecu,  an 
alqorithm which  selects  the  least utilized path with tue 
minimum number of  IMPs was  initially  used  112J.   This 
alqorithm was  later replaced by one which sends as much 
traffic as possible along such paths  until one or more 
circuits approach a  few percent of full utilization llZ]. 
These highly utilized circuits are then no lonqer allo'-ed to 
carry additional  flow.   Instead,  new paths with  excess 
capacity and possibly more  intermeuiate  nodes  are  found. 
The procedure  continues  until  some  cutset contains only 
nearly fully utilized circuits.  At this point no additional 
flow can be sent.  For desiqn purpocos, this alqorithm is a 
hiqhly satisfactorv replacement for  the more complicatcu 
multi-commodity  approach.  Usinq the alqorithm, it has been 
shown that the throuqhnut capabilities of the ARPA hetwork 
are substantially insensitive to the distribution of traffic 
and depend mainly only on the total traffic flow witnin the 
network. 

3.3  ANALYTIC MODKLS OF NTTV/OPK PEnrOR:iAuCr: 

The effort  to determine analytic models  of system 
performance has preceded in two phases:  (1) the prediction 
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of average time delay encountered by a packet as it Passes 
through the network, and (2) the use of these queueing 
models to calculate optimum channel capacity assignments for 
minimum possible delay. The model used as a standard for 
the average packet delay was first described in 121J where 
it served to predict delays in stochastic communication 
networks. In £22}, it was modified to describe the behayior 
of ARPA-like computer networks while in 123J, it was refmcu 
further to apply directly to the ARPANET. 

3.3.1 The Single Server Model 

Queueing theory KO] provides an effective set of 
analytical tools for studying packet delay. Much of this 
theory considers systems in which messages place demands for 
transmission (service) upon a single communication channel 
(the single server). These systems arc characterized by 
APT), the distribution of interarrival tines between demands 
and B(t)# the distribution of service times. When the 
average demand for service is less than the capacity of the 
channel, the system is said to be stable. 

When A(t) is exponential (i.e. Poisson arrivals), and 
packets are transmitted on a first-comc-first-servcd basis, 
the average time T in the stable system is 

T-2Tr^pr+t 

where X       is the average arrival rate of messages, t and t 
are the first and second moments of B(t) respectively, and 
P»>?<1.  If the service time is also exponential. 

T-rH «> 

When AW and B(t) arc arbitrary distributions, the 
situation becomes complex and only weak Jesuits are 
available. For example, no expression is available for T, 
however the following upper bound yields an excellent 
approximation C193 as   ^ —> 1: 

; 

V 
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X(o_2 + ab
2)  _ 

T <  Sa-P) 4t (3) 

-! 

where  X,  «md ^J  are the variance of the interamval 
time and service time distributions, respectively. 

3.3.2 Networks Of Queues 

Multiple channels in a netv/ork environment give rise to 
queueing problems that are far more difficult to solve than 
single server systems. For example, the variability in the 
choice of source and destination for a message is a network 
phenomenon which contributes to delay. A principal 
analytical difficulty results from the fact that flows 
throughout the network are correlated. The basic approach 
to solving these stochastic network problems is to decompose 
them into analyzable single-server problems whichreflect 
the original network structure and traffic flow. 

i 

Early studies of queueing netv/orks indicated that such 
a decomposition was possible 150,51]; however, those results 
do not carrv over to messacro switched conputer networks due 
to the correlation of traffic flows. In £21] it was shov/n 
that, for a wide variety of communication nets the length of 
a given packet could be considered as an independent randon 
variable as it passes fron node to node. Although this 
"independence" assumption is not physically realistic, it 
results in a mathematically tractable model which does not 
seen to affect the accuracy of the predicted tine delays. 
As the si. ^ and connectivity of the network increases, the 
assumption becones increasingly more realistic. With this 
assumption, a successful decomposition which permits a 
channel-by-channel analysis is possible, as follows. 

The packet delav is defined as the average tine which a 
packet spends in the network from its entry until it reaches 
its destination. The average packet delay is denoted as T. 
Let Zji be the average dolay for those packets whose 
origin is IMP j and whose destination is II'.P k. We assume a 
Poisson arrival process for such packets with an average of 

>JJL packets per second and an exponential distribution of 
nadket lengths with an average oi   '/f* bits per packet. 
With these definitions,  if  V   is the sum  of  tae 
quantities tfjfc, then DlJ 
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(4) 

for the ith chaAm»!. r.  I define the followinq quantities 
he xth ch-'51;^  as xt. capacity  (bita/sccond,; 

algorithm, it is easy to see that C21J touting 

i y Ti 
(5) 

With the assumption of Poisson 
service times,  the quantities 

thus 

traffic and exponential 
T^l     are given_by equation 

For an average packet length eff 'fc *,t=   /^ anS 

(6) 

Thus we have successfully decomDosed the analysis 
into a set of sinnlc single-channel problems. 

problem 

A refinement of the decomnosition permits « 
non-exponential packet length distribution anS uses equation 
(1) rather than equation (2) to calculate Ti -as an 
approximation, the Markovian character of the traffic f! 

^r^cl^e^thT^fT'; Frherm0re' f°r ^lel^lltlr^ 
f^f J?o ^  v ^ *    effect    of    propaqation time and overhoad 
delfy1C22?2!jtain    foll^i^  e^ation for averaqe packet 
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Here, yic' represents the average length of a Host packet, 
and 'AAC represents the average length of all packets 
(including acknowledgements, headers, requests for next 
messages, paritv checks, etc.) .within the network. The 
expression jy»-f I(X./yC.)/(yC^ - X^U/J, represents t-hp av^ranp 
packet delay on tue ith cnannel. The term (^/MC^)/(yC^ - X^) 
is the average time a packet spends waiting at tne im» £or 
the ith channel to become available. Since the packet must 
compete with acknowledgments and other^ overhead traffic, the 

appears in the 
required to transmit 

Finally, K is the nodal 
processing time, assumed constant and for the ARPA IMP, 
approximately equal to 0,35 ms; (^ is the propagation 
tine on the ith channel (about 20 ms for a 3000 mile 
channel). 

compete with acknowledgments and other ov 
overall  average  packet length  V^c 
expression.  The term 'I^CJ     is .tlle time 
a packet of average lengtn  V^' .  Fina 

0 Assuming a relatively homogeneous set of vj and 
T*,! , no individual term in the expresson for delay will 

dominate the summation until the flow in one channel (say 
channel £9 ) approaches canacity. At that point, the term 
TJ , and hence T will grow rapidly. The expression for 
delay is then dominated by one or more terns and exhibits a 
threshold behavior. Prior to this threshold, T remains 
relatively constant. 

The accuracy of the time delay model, as well as this 
threshold phenomenon was demonstrated on a lfJ node network 
fl4j and on the ten node AP.PA net deriveü fron Figure 1(c) 
by deleting the rirfhtmost five IMPs. Usino the routing 
procedure described in the last section, DsJ and equal 
traffic between all node pairs, the channel flows Ac were 
found for the ten node net and the delay curves shown in 
Figure 3 were obtained. Curve A was obtained with fixed 
1000 bit packets*, while curve B was generated for 
exnonentially distributed variable length packets with 
average size of 500 bits. In both cases A and B, all 
overhead factors were ignored. Note that the delay remains 
small until a total throucrhput slightly greater than 400 

*In case A, the application of equation (1) allows  for 
constant packet lenaths (i.e.  zero variance). 
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kilobits/second is reached. The delay then increases 
rapidly. Curves C and D respectively represent the same 
situations when the overhead of 136 bits per packet and per 
RFNM and 152 bits per acknowledgment are included. Notice 
that the total throughput per IMP is reduced to 250 
kilobits/second in case C and to approximately 200 
kilobits/second in case D. 

In the same figure, we have illustrated with x's the 
results of a simulation performed with a realistic routing 
and metering strategy. The simulation omitted all network 
overhead and asumed fixed lengths of 1000 bits for all 
packets. 

It is difficult to develop a practical routina and flow 
control procedure that will allow each I.MP to input 
identical amounts of traffic. To compare the delay curve A 
with the points obtained by simulation, the curve should 
actually be recomputed for the sliqhtly skewed distribution 
that resulted. It is notable that the delay estimates fron 
the simulation (which used a dynamic routine strateqy) and 
the computation (which used a static routing strategy and 
the time delay formula) are in close agreement. In 
particular, they both accurately determined the vertical 
rise of the delay curve in the range just above 400 
kilobits/second, the formula by predictina infinite delay 
and the simulation by rejecting the further input of 
traffic. 

In practice and from the analytic and simulation 
studies of the ARPANET , the averaqe quoueina delay is 
observed to remain small (almost that of an unloaüed net) 
and well within the design constraint of 0,2 seconds until 
the traffic within the network approaches the capacity of a 
cutset. The delay then increases rapidly. Thus, as long as 
traffic is low enough and the routing adaptive enougn to 
avoid the premature saturation of cutsets by guiding traffic 
along paths with excess capacity, queueing delays are not 
significant, 

3,3.3 Continuous Capacity Optimization 

One of the most difficult design problems is the 
optimal selection of capacities from a finite set of 
options. Although there are many heuristic approaches to 
this problem, analytic results are relatively scarce, (For 
the specialized case of centralized networks, an algorithm 
yielding optimal results is available fll)), While it is 
possible to find an economical assignment of discrete 
capacities for, say, a 200 IMP network, verv little is known 
about the relation between such capacity assignments, 
message delay, and cost. 
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To obtain theoretical properties of optimal capacity 
assignments, we first ignore the constraint that capacities 
are obtainable only in discrete sizes.  In £21} the problorn 
was posed where the netv/ork topology and average traffic 
flow were assumed to be known and fixed and an optimal match 
of capacities to traffic flow was found.  Also, the traffic 
was assumed to be  Markovian   (Poisson  arrivals  and 
exponential packet lengths) and the independence assumption 
and decomposition method were applied.  For each channel, 
the capacity  C^  was  found which minimized the average 
message delay T, at a fixed total system cost D.   (Since 
**/u, is the average bit rate on the ith channel, the 
solution to any optimal assignment problem must provide more 
than this minimal capacity to each channel.  This is clear 
since both equations (6) and (7) indicate that  7^   will 
become arbitrarily large with less than (or equal to) thin 
amount of capacity.  It is not critical exactly how the 
excess capacity is assigned, as long as C^y **/lM'    .) The 
optimization further assumed that a total of D dollars was 
available to provide the channel capacities and that the 
cost of the ith channel was  linear at a rate of ö// 
dollars   per  unit  of  channnl  capacity;   that  is 

0* ^4.CU. •  The simpler form for  7^   in equation 
(6)  is  used in  this  formulation and T  is as given in 
equation (5). 

The solution to this problem assicrns a capacity to the ith 
channel in an amount equal  to V/^, plus sone excess 
capacity proportional to the snuare root of  that traffic 
With T evaluated for this assignment. 

T= n /rv/3—n—7tr\ (8) 
PD. e 

(L^qTJT) 

Hero   A*  £*A* ronresents  the total  rate at which 
packets flov, within the net and Pt is the difference 
between D ana the amount which must bo snent to provide each 
channel with capacit" 7U/V , namely 
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e (9) 

n- A 
Moreover, " Y •'•s e35!^ shown 
path length for a packet. 

to ropresent tho avoraqe 

If ^c = 1 for all channels, t>'^Ki'C uhczc C 
represents the total capacity within the network.* In this 
case. 

n 
WC(1 - np) (z^y (10) 

Here f = y^C is the ratio of the rate y/Km at which bits 
enter the network to the rate £, at which tho not can 
handle bits, the quantity f represents a dinensionless 
forip of network "load." As the load f approaches '/^ , 
the delay T grows very ouickly, and this point f = '/^ 
represents the raaxinun load which the network can supnort. 
If capacities are assigned optimally, all channels saturate 
simultaneously at this i>oint. In this formulation n is a 
design parameter which depends upon the topoloay and the 
routing procedure, while P is a parameter which depends 
upon the input rate and the total capacity of the network. 
Equation (10) provides insight into topological structure 
and routing procedures C21J. 

In a recent paper £26] , it was observed that, in 
minimizina T, a wide variation was possible among the packet 
delays T<1 . As a result, the problem of^jfinding the sets 
of channel capacities which minimize 
where 

yW    was considered. 

,00 = [?T'Vk] (ID 

The solution for the optimal channel capacity assignment 
with a given value k, denote by  C/   ^s 

*The assumption Cf^   = 1 is of practical importance in 
the case of satellite channels C33]. 
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v lA+1 
, (k) = 

Xi + / VAidi ' 
1  f D^ 

ITM: (12> 

With this capacity assignment, 

1+k 
,(k) 

!(^)(^^id> 

1/1+k 
)     1 (13) 

Note that the assignment  C. is the previously mentioned 
assignment which minimizes Tf and  "T**5  is the previously 
stated value of delay. As k increases  the 
variation in the T     decreases and as k —^ »o 

4, 

^, Xi+ Pe (14) 

vt     '     j L;       —f ^ ' 5dj 

In the limit, the channel capacity is assigned to give each 
channel its minimum required amount M/u, plus a constant 
additional  amount.   All  the  Xi   are  equal   and 

.  Moreover, setting k = 0 yields 

c.(0)=^ + ^e (15) 

i    ^  nYdi 

For this assignment, the value of T is identical to the 
value it achieves when k "—roo , although different channel 
capacity assignments typically occur at these extremes C46]. 
If all cfa =1 a channel capacity is assigned in proportion 
to the traffic carried by that channel (commonly known as 
the proportional capacity assignment). Although the value 
of T is minimized for the capacity assignments which 
result when k = 1, T increases slowly as k varies from unity 
and, moreover, the variance of packet delay is minimized 
when k = 2. 

In studying' the ARPANl'T C2 3J a closer representation of 
the actual tariffs for high speed telephone data channels 
used in that network was provided by 
setting D = IE d.c/1 where 0 / •< 5 1.* This 
approach requires *thcr solution of a non-linear equation by 
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numerical techniques. On solving the equation, it can be 
shown that the packet delay T varies insignificantly 
with ok for ,3 * *< * 1. This indicates that the 
closeü form solution discussed earlier with o( = ^ is a 
reasonable approximation to the more difficult non-linear 
problem. 

In practice, the selection of channel capacities must 
be made from a small finite set. Although some theoretical 
work has been done in this case by approximatina the 
discrete cost-capacity functions by continuous ones, much 
remains to be done tl3,25j. Because of the discrete 
capacities and the tine varying nature of network traffic, 
it is not generally possible to match channel capacities to 
the anticipated flows within the channels. If this were 
possible, all channels would saturate at the sane externally 
applied load. Instead, capacities are assigned on the basis 
of reasonable estimates of averaqe or peak traffic flows. 
It is the responsibility of the routing procedure to allow 
the traffic to adapt to the available capacity E14}. Often 
two IMP sites will enaaqe in heavy communication and thus 
saturate one or more critical network cutjets. In such 
cases, the routing will not be able to send additional flow 
across these cuts. The network will therefore exneriencc 
"premature" saturation in one or a snail set of channels 
leadinq to the threshold behavior described earlier. 

*0f course the tariffs reflect the discrete nature of 
available channels. The use of the exponent o^ provides 
a continuous fit to the discrete cost function. For the 
ARPANET,    o^ ** .8. 
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IV.  DISCUSSION 

A major conolusion froi- our experience in
Rn^twork 

design is that message switched networks of the ARPA type 
aS no linger difficult'to specify. They may be implemented 
st?aight?^ardly from the specifications they -" ^o ess 
exnensive than other currently available technical 
anmSachos; they perform remarkably well as a 
co^nicStion system for interconnecting ,t--s^-"" c^; 
batch processing computers and can be adapted to directly 
handle Lletypes? displays and many other kinds of terminal 
devices and data processing equipment llbfJUj. 

The principal tools available for the design of 
networks are analysis, simulation, heuristic proceuures, and 
experimentation. Analysis, simulation and heuristics have 
been the mainstays of the work on model ng and topological 
optimization while simulation, heuristic procedures and 
Sperimental techniques have been the ^l^J™^ 
actual network implementation. Experience has shown that 
all of these methods are useful wnile none are all P°^ful 
?he most valuable approach has been the simultaneous use of 
several of these tools. 

Far  approach has room  for considerable  innrovonont. 
The  analysis  efforts  have not yet yielded results in many 
Important'areas such as routing.  However, ^ P^^Xch 
delav this approach leads to a simple tnreshold model waich 
2 bo^h accurate and understandable.   Heuristic Proceuures 
all suffer from the problem that is presently unclear how to 
select appropriate heuristics.  It has been the  innovative 
use of computers and analysis that has made the approac. 
wo?k Sell.  For desianing networks with no more than  a  few 

hundred inPs, present heuristics -P^f nft^r^
e
0f ^^fter 

deal of additional work is requirea for "et"  iV, ,. TfurS-l 
Sze   Simulation  is  a well developed tool that is botn 
exnensive to apily and limited in the overall  understanuing 
tha?  it tan yield!  For these reasons, simulation appears to 
be most useful only in validating models, and in assisting 
Tn    Staged design decisions such as the "-ber of buffers 
that an  IMP  should contain.   As  the  size  of  networks 
continue 'to grow,  it  appears that simulation will become 
virtually useless as a total design tool.  Ihe ultimate 
standard by which all models and conclusions can be testeu 
is experimentation.  Experimentation with the actual network 
i*  conceptually relatively straightfon.ard and very useful 
Althouch  experiments are often  loaistically difficult to 
nerform,  they can provide an easy means for testing moaels, 
heuristics and design parameters. 

The outstanding design problems  currently  facina the 
network designer are to specify and determine the properties 
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of the routing, flow control and topological structure for 
large networks. This specification must make full use of a 
wide variety of circuit options. Preliminary studies 
indicate that initially, the most fruitful approaches will 
be basec" on the partitioning of the network into regions, or 
equivalently, constructing a large network by connecting a 
number of regional networks. To send a message, a Host 
would specify both the destination region and the 
destination IMP in that region. No detailed implementation 
of a large network has yet been specified but early studies 
of their properties indicate that factors such as cost, 
throughput, delay and reliability are similar to those of 
the present ARPANET, if the ARPA technology is used D]. 

Techniques applicable to the design of largo networks 
are presently under intensive study. These techniques 
appear to split into the same four catcqories as small 
network design but approaches may differ significantly. For 
example, large nets are likely to demand the placement of 
high bandwidth circuits at certain key locations in the 
topology to concentrate flow. These circuits will require 
the development of a high sneed IMP to connect them into the 
net. It is likely that this high speed If IP will have the 
structure of a high speed multiplexor, and may require 
several cooperatinq processors to obtain the needed conputor 
power for the job. Flow control strategies for larco 
networks seen to extrapolate nicely fror1 snail network 
strategies if each region in the large network is viewed as 
a node in a smaller network. However, this area will 
require additional study as will the problcn of specifyincj 
effective adaptive routing mechanisms. Recent efforts 
indicate that efficient practical schemes for small networks 
will soon be available. These schemes seen to be apnlicable 
for adaptive routing and flow control in networks 
constructed from regional subnetworks. The development of 
practical alcrorithms to handle routiner and flow control is 
still an art rather than a science. Simulation is useful 
for studying the properties of a given heuristic, but 
intuition still plays a dominant role in the system desian. 

Several open questions in network desiqn presently are: 
(1) what structure should a high, bandwidth IP'P have; (2) How 
can full use be made of a variety of hiqh bandwidth 
circuits; (3) How should large networks be partitioned for 
both effective desian and operation; and (4) what 
operational procedures should larqe networks follow. Much 
work has already been done in these areas but mucii more 
remains to be done. We expect substantial progress to be 
achieved in the next few years, and accordingly, tae 
increased understanding of the properties of messaqe 
switched networks of all sizes. 
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APPENDIX C 

THE ELOW EEVEATION METHOD: AN APPRDACH 

TO STOFE-ÄTO-POIWARD a3MMUNICATICN NETWORK EESICN 

by L. Fratta, M. Qerla and L. Kleinrock 



THE FLOW DEVIATICN ^ETHOD: M APPROACH TO 

STOFE-AND-K)IWARD aO^MUNICATICN NETWORK DESIGN* 

L. Fratta, M. Gerla and L. Kleinrock 

ABSTRACT 

A "flow deviation" method for the s\±)-cptimization of itultioonnDdity 

flow in networks is described.   The method is very general but proves to 

be particularly fast and successful in store-and-forward (S/F) network 

prcblems.   Ihe flow deviation (ID) method for networks is quite similar 

to the gradient method for continuous functions; here the concept of gradient 

is replaced by the concept of "marginal" shortest path.    As in the gradient 

method, the application of successive flow deviations leads to a local opti- 

mum.   When the solution contains several local optima, randomization of the 

starting flow configuration atteitpts to locate them.   Two interesting appli- 

cations relative to the AREA Conputer Network are presented. 

*lhis work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of 
the Department of Defense (DRHC15-69-C-0285). 



THE FLOW DEVIATICN METHOD: AN APPROACH TO 

STOFE-AND-FOFMARD CCMMüNICATICN NElVKaRK EESIQN* 

L. Fratta, M. Gerla and L. Kleinrock 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we consider a sub-optimal procedure (the "flcw^-deviation" 

method) for assigning flow within store-and-forward conmunicatian networks 

so as to reduce cost aad/or delay for a given topology and for given external 

flow requirements. Vfe begin by defining the basic model belcw and follcw 

that with some exanples. We then discuss various approaches to the prcblon 

and then introduce and describe the "flew deviation" method. This method 

is evaluated under sane further restrictions and is then applied to various 

problem formulations for the ARPA network [6], f 7]. 

We consider a collection of nodes S^ (i = 1, ... m) called sources, 

and a collection of nodes D., (j = 1, ... k), called destinations. We 

are required to route a quantity r^ of type (i,j) commodity from source 

S. to destination D., throu^i a given network (Fig. 1). 

ühe multioonmodity flow problan consists of finding the optimal routing 

of all such ocniTodities, which minimizes (or maximizes) a well-defined per- 

formance function (e.g., cost or delay), such that a set of constraints (e.g., 

channel capacity constraints) are satisfied. 

♦Ulis work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of 
the Department of Defense (DftHCl5-69-C-0285). 
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Sources 

\ 

Destinations 

Figure 1 

Mora generally, consider a network of   n   nodes   N.,  (i ■ 1, ... n),   and 

st^pose that a required quantity   r. .   of type    {i,j)    ccnmodity wjst be 

sent fron   N.    to N.    for all   i   and   j;    this more general case can be 

reduced to the first one by setting certain of the   r..    to zero (Fig. 2) 

Figure 2 

3 
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The multicantpdity problem can formally be expressed in the following way: 

Given:  - a network of n nodes and b branches 

- an n x n matrix R = [r...], called the requircnent 

matrix,whose entries are non-negative. 

Minimize (or maximize)  P (F), 
over F   . 

where F is the flew configuration and P is a well- 

defined [lerfontianoe function. 

Furthermore, F must satisfy the following constraints: 

Ccnstraints: 

1. F mast be feasible. IWO conditions are required for 

feasibility: 

Condition a; if the arcs of the network are "directed," we 

must have 

fijk^0        Vi,j,k,Ä 

Where   fijk£   is t:he P01^011 of oomnodity    (i,j) 

flaving on the directed arc    (k,£).    m other words, 

oamodity    (i,j)    can be routed only on directed paths 

from   N.    to   N. . 
i i 

Without loss of generality, only the min, problem is considered in 
the follcwing. " 

The multiconnodity flow configuration   F   is given in terms of    f 
ijk£ 

vfe note that   F   may be also described by a vector   F = (f, ,f ,  ... f ) 
12 b 

where   b   is the total number of arcs and 

n     n 

i=l j=l 'jKJ6 

where we have labelled the arcs in such a way that arc (k,Ä) is labelled 
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Condition b: 
r. . if    a = D 

n n                    ' 

S.f i jJm =: 

iff=l    J            ! "rij 

if   it = i 

0 otherwise 

In other words, this condition inplies the ccnserva- 

ticn of the flows (camodity by ocantodity)  cit each 

node and guarantees the required flew   r^    between 

N. and N.. 
i     D 

2. F nust satisfy sone additional oonstraints, different fron 

problem to problem (e.g., capacity constraints on eadi channel 

or 
and/tost constraints). 

m and f  is the total flow (of all catitodities) on branch m. As a third 

representation for F we may identify the routes taken ty all portions of 

the flow requironent ^. in travelling fron Ni to Nj for all i and : 

That is, suppose fron N. to N. there are s such routes. Then route 

TT    has weight ou if it carries a fraction a of the requirement 
ij,k K 

r.., and 
ID 

in tte follcwir*, we use wMctever of ttese representations is nest oonvenient. 



2.   Exanples of nuLtioarcrodity problems 

Let us consider as an exanple a store-and-forward (S/f) cxmrunicaticn 

network [1].    In such a network, messages travelling from  Ni   to   N^   are 

"stored" in queue at any internediate node   Nk,   while awaiting transndssicn, 

and are sent "forward" to   N^   the next node in the route from  ^   to   N^ 

when channel    (k,Ä) peradts.   Ohus, at each node there are different queues, 

one for each output channel.   The nessage flew requirements between nodes 

arise at randan times and the messages are of random lengths, therefore the 

flows in the channels and the queue lengths in the nodes are random variables. 

Under appropriate assunptions? an analysis of the systan can be carried out 

[1]; in particular, it is possible to relate the average delay   T   suffered 

by a nessage travelling from source to destination (the avera^j is over tine 

and over all pairs of nodes) to the averag* flows in the channels. 

The result of the analysis is: 

b X. 

(i) T=^T7i i=l ' 

where    T = total average delay per message [sec/Snessg] 

b = # of arcs in the network 

V = nessage rate on channel i [messg/sec] 

Y = Y,   Er • • = t0*31 nessage arrival rate from external sources [messg/sec] 

T. = average delay suffered by a message on channel i [sec/toessg] 
Si j^ 

3Assunptions: Poisson arrivals at nodes, exponential distribution of 
nessage length, independence of arrival processes at different nodes, inde- 
pendence assunption of service times at successive nodes [1]. 



so 

T.    is the sum of two cotponents: 

where ml    - 1       ^ - x, 

1      1        i 

1 .  = transmission and qi«ueing delay 

T'.' = P- = propagation delay 

^ c. = capacity of channel   i tbits/secl 

y   = average nessage length [bits/oessgl 

Vfe can rewrite (1) as follows: 

x./y . = 1 r u 

\   /   _ f , (l«) beoones: Letting A/M.- 
ri' vx ' 

T = a H      1 1 d") Y T 

^ :        f i = bit rat. on channel   i    Cbits/secl 

Pi ^Pi 

^av   T   is the nest connon perfomance neasure for S/F 
The average delay   T   xs 

^rKs, ** the nultico^^ P^I- consists of f^g 

or flow pattern   F,   whi* minimizes   T. 

Vfe nay now pose two problems: 
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Probla» A:    "Routing assignnrent" 

qiven: topology, channel capacities and a 

requirement   mtac   R 

5^1*       T(F) « i    ^(-c.-f   ■   + Pi1 £i over   F T   £-1    x      i 

oonstraints; 

(i)   F   feasible 

(ii)    «i^Ci' iss1' -• b 

stralnts are capacity oonstraints. 
A ssoond interesting probl« ii. S/F nsh^rks is formulated belo». 

»ssu« that we have a ^^ net«^ topoloa-in whi* the channel 

capaoities have to he assi,^.   A o»t is assodateä with the «lues of 

«he cities, Jnfi thQ total cost of the nst-o* is given.    In aadiao., 

the flow routes mist be deternuned. 

ßje problon statement is: 

Prcblan B':  "Rating and capacities assign^ general cost^ap. function- 

topology, requirement   mtx R, rwnber of 

dollars available   D 

.ven: 

(2) 
sy^te rjC,F) = \   Z (c. -f."   + PP   fi ower C,F - T   i-i    ^x      i 

oonstraints; 
(i)   F   feasible 

(ii)    ^ i Ci, i = 1, 

(iii)   L d-CC.) ^ D 
i=l   x 



■   '  .-,•.••.., 

go ^ 

where C= {C^^  ... C^) 

di^Ci' = oost"caP' function for arc i 

n» minimization can be carried out first en C, keeping F fixed, and 

then on F. 

If the oost-cap. functions are linear (i.e., d.(C.) = d.C), then the 

minimization over C can easily be performed by tiie method of Lagrange 

multipliers and we get the optimum capacities as functions of the flows [1]: 

(3) 

where 

c.   = fi '\ 

"A 
T. 

b 

V = D fA 

Since 
b 

D i E ^  for (iii) 
i=l 

E d^i > E d.f.   for 
i=l x *■     i=l ;L 1 

and E d,C. > E d.f,   for (ii) 

b 
then D > E M,- 

i=l 1 1 

and 
b 

De = D - E V. > 0     (iv) 

: 

i=l 



■ 
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It is easy to see fron (3) that (iv) implies also (ii) and (iii), hence 

both (ii) and (iii) can be replaced by (iv). 

By introducing the expression of the optimum capacities given by (3) 

into (2), we obtain: 

Problan B: "Routing and capacities assignment, linear cost-cap. function" 

given;      topology, requirement mtx R, # of dollars D 

T(F)  = -^    + ~    Ef.Pi nmumize. 
over F * *Vi' YD Y    " i"1 

constraints; 
(i)    F feasible 

(ii)    De > 0 

Again the problan is reduced to an optimal flow problem of the stanclard 

multioomtodity form. The additional constraint is new a cost constraint. 

These two exanples will be referred to in the sequel as Problem A and Prob- 

lem B, and will be further investigated at the end of the paper. 

9a 
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3. Approaches to the Multiconnpdity Problem for 
Seme Special Cases 

Linear progranndng approach 

a. With a linear objective function and linear constraints, the problem 

can be solved with linear progranming techniques by taking advantage of 

the decemposition principle [9]. 

Any feasible flew F can be expressed as a convex conbination of 
4 

w non-bifurcated feasible flews $., (i = 1, ... w), i.e.: 

F = £ a.f . 
i=l 11 

w 
where  £ or = 1. It can be shown that w < b + 1, where b is the 

i=l 1 

number of arcs [9]. Suppose that the ^.'s are known, then the variables 

of the linear program are the {a}, and the feasibility constraint on F 

is replaced by: 

w 

The nunber of possible candidates   $.    for the optiiral solution is enoniDus 5; 

however, during the ^»plication of the revised sinplex method, only a small 

A flew configuration is non-bifurcated if oomiDdity (i,j)  is flawing 
on one path only, V i, j. 

it is equal to the nunber of all the corbinations of paths from   i    to 
j» Y i»j. 

10 
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number of candidates is considered, using shortest path criteria in the 

selection of the pi^t column.5' The optimal solution can be expressed 

as a set of ^ and aif i = 1, • • •» w« 

b. With a non-linear performance function, but still with linear con- 

straints, the decomposition method can be applied recursively by linearizing 

the performance function around the new optimal solution at each iteration. 

The procedure, towever, often becomes very time-consuming. 

We make two useful observations at this point: 

Cbservation #1: 

l^e multiconinodity problem, as it appears in standard form, 

is a constrained optimization problan and constrained oidmization 

methods (e.g., linear progranming) are therefore required. Havever, 

if we represent the flow F as a o^nvex ccmbination of flews ♦i 

with weights a., the fusibility constraint on F is replaced 

by the mnrexitv constraint ^a. = 1. Furthermore, if we introduce 

appropriate p^ialty functions which account for the additional con- 

straints (e.g., capacity or cost constraints as shown below), we 

arrive at a problan where the only remaining constraint is: 

w 

i=i 1 

5,private cotmunication from Professor D. Cantor, Department of Mathe- 
matics, UCIA. 

11 
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It will be shown later, however, that in many practical cases the 

optimum flow can be approximated with a single non-bifurcated flw; 

thus, all a. 's are zero but one, which is unity, and the constraint 

can be disregarded. 'Ihe problem beocmes an unconstrained prcblan, 

and methods of unconstrained optimization, similar to the gradient 

method, much faster than the bonstrained ones, are available. 

On the other hand, if the optimal solution cannot be appraxi- 

mated by only one non-bifurcated flow, and more than cne route must 

be considered between each pair of nodes, than the problem can be 

. .   7 
successfully solved with Lagrange multipliers. 

Observation #2; 

Ccnsider Problem A and Problon B, two typical S/P preplans. 

One notices that the perfonnance function T goes to » v*ien 

the flow P approaches the boundary defined by the additional oon- 

straints (i.e., when any channel becomes saturated in Problem A, 

or when the excess D  reduces to zero in Problem B). 

Biis result is quite general for S/F networks, because, when 

P approaches the bourdaries of the constraint set, seme saturation 

usually occurs, the queues at the nodes grew large and the delay T 

increases rapidly. Ihus, in the S/F case, the penalty functions 

mentioned in Observation #1 are, as a rule, already incorporated in 

the performance measure. 

6Of course, we are still faced with the problen of finding a permissible 
starting flow configuration; the problan is analogous to the Phase I of the 
linear prograwning [9] and will be discussed later. 

7Vte are now developing at UOA an algorithm that will take care of this 

more general case. 

12 
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If the above-mentioned properties hold, then the multioatmodity 

problem beoanes an unconstrained optimization problem and, as such, 

can be solved by the flew deviation (FD) method, an unconstrained 

optimization method. 

4. The Philosophy of FD Method 

Suppose we have successfully transformed the original multioomnodity 

problem into an unoonstrained minimization problem. Wfe may then apply the 

FD method, an unoonstrained optimization method which, in many respects, 

resembles the gradient method. In order to point out the similarities, 

let us apply the gradient method to the following minimization problan: 

(continued) 

12a 
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ndn f(x) , x  £ X 

vrtiere X is an n-diroensional vector space. If f (x) is continuous and 

differentiable in X, and the n first partial derivatives are continuous, 

then the gradient: 

where V = (35r ' ^ ' •*" äiT ' 
12 n 

m 

gives the direction of maxiinum increase of   f (x)    at   x^. 

As we have a minimization prcblan, the gradient method consists of 
of proper size 

taking a step An the direction: 

-Vf(x) 

2i=x0 

In the network case, the flow F corresponds to the variable x. 

Sippose for simplicity that F is a non-bifurcated flew. Then F may 

be described as a collection of routes, one for each pair of nodes. I^t 

TK . represent the route between ^ and N.. Then the performance function 

can be expressed as: 

P(F) = P({Y.}) 

The "marginal Shortest Path (SP) matrix," which will be defined later, 
, of new routes, Tf'ij» 

provides a collection of {TT. .}, / the paths of nfixinum decrease of P(F) 

for infinites.imal deviation of flows. In other words, P(F) decreases 

13 
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^t rapidly * deviating an Infinites toal portion of the ccnnodity    (i.J) 

fiomlT..   to V'.   for all   i   and   j. 
J! the ^1 ^   ^   in ne^. f 1- has the sa^ interpretaUon 

as the gradient for a function of the continuous variable   x. 

m the aost general case of a pr^le. with se^ral local nd.usa, the 

parfon.anc. ftmcti«.   P(F)   can he sch^tically represented as in Prg. 3. 

P(F) t 

constraint set 

© permissible starting solutions 

X local optima 

Figure 3 

, • *, of findina a^^tarting configuration for Our mpthr-'I ccaisists of finding a      / 

the flow  F   a.vä **, a^lyin, sv.cessive *>'s until ajo-l OPtiao. is 

reached. 
!„ the case of several local cptia«, a ra^o.izatic of the startmg 

oe^tion is required .2!, af^r repeating *e cptlan.ation witt ^ 

aUferent inrtial flow figurations, *e adrda™ of the local mlniaa so 

14 
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fouid may be chosen as a sub^ptimal solution for the miniimjn of P(F) 

over F. 

5. Description of the Flew Deviation Method 

Suppose we want to minimize a performance function P{F), which 

already incorporate the "penalty functions" as discussed above in observa- 

tion 2, and we have a feasible, non-bifurcated flew configuration F0 (see 

Fig. 4). 

P(F) 

constraint set 

Figure 4 

With this assumption, in F0  the camodity . i) flows fron N. to 

N. on one path only, w^ ^^fine a flow deviation § around F0 as a 

flow configuraUon in which there are two paths associated with each con- 

nodity (i,j) (i.e. with each pair of nodes N. and N.): one is the 

15 
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old path TT. . , present in Fn, the other is TT..-,, ihe new path (see ijo ijl' 

Fig. 5). The flew deviation $ 1.3 obtained by inducing a circulation (J). 
ID 

of oannodity (i,j) from N. to N.' along path TT. .. and from N. to 

^ along TT^, for all i and j. If ^ < ^., ^ i,j, then the 

flew union F. is also a feasible flew oonfiguraticn (see Pig. 5). 

iDO 

ID f 

PO94, 

Figure 5 

An infinitesimal flew deviation 6| consists of infinitesimal (5$.., 

Mi/j. 

Consider new the variation of the performance function corresponding 

to an infinitesimal flew deviation 6$: 

6P(F0) = P(Foe6$) - P(F0) 

16 



We wish to find ($ for which (SP(FQ) is minimum, i.e., the deviation of 

maximum decrease.  But: 

P(F0) =P(f1,f2,f3, ... fb) 

and 

*<v = i: (l^Fo «* 

where b is the number of arcs and 6f,  is the infinitesimal flow varia- 

tion in arc H induced by 6$. 

k 
Iteferring to Fig. 5, let us define the indicator functions . ^. 

vk. 
13 

S1D 

<r 

1  iff IT. .  includes arc k 
130 

0  otherwise 

1  iff IT. ., includes arc k 

0  otherwise 

Bius U*.} indicates the old routes, relative to F0 and {v^} indicates 

tte new routes, created by the deviation around FQ. It is easy to see that, 

in the non-bifurcated flow FQ, ^ is given by: 

n  n    . 

K  i=l j=l l:,  ■' 

^te recall that, without loss of generality, only the minimization 
problan is considered. 

17 
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The variation 6f. of the flow in t±e "arc k after the deviation is there- 

fore: 

n  n 

1 (5) evt   £ *"« ("ij " £il) 1=1  1=1    J J J 

Fran (4) and (5) we get: 

Äl(3fk;Frt    i=l    fe113        i:,/     ^ 

-I £^£^)J^-^) 

For fi>:ed step size S|) ■ •, we may minimize 6P by properly choosing the 

new routes {v}. Hence, our problem beoones: 

(5a)  nta   6P= £ E ^ „^M Sdr), (V£ij) 
over {v}     i=l 3=1  J        k=l  K F- 

For each arc   k,   we nov/ introduce a key definition of length   l^   as 

follows: 

m **'- (^U0 

Thus, for each ii,j) pair we have to minimize: 

9,Ihe case of 3P/3fk < 0 (and therefore of ^ < 0) oould create 

negative cycles. The occurrence of negative cycles, hcwever, is of no 
importance in the practical case of S/F networks, siir^e the delay is an 
increasing function of the flow in an arc and therefore j^ = OT/afk) > 0. 

18 
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(5c) 
min 
{v} l£it3fkjF0 

l ^ 
nan 
{v} 

.(tyZ^-^l 

If ^interpret   ^   as tte length of the arc   k,    then 

nan 
{v}    ^   V^ij 

is the stortest distance fron node i to node j (i.e., the length of the 

artest path connecting i to j) order the netric Z.    Ohe shortest path 

(SP) from i tc j therefore defines the selected path for deviation of 

flow (called deviation path). 

After the deviation paths are found for all pairs of nodes,10 the 

neKt s.ep is to detemine the U^, i.e.. the size of the deviation. 

A9%SSitlin based on the ** nethod is outlined as follows: 

» 11 
1. Find a feasible starting FQ. 

2. Let initially n = 0. 

3. Canpute the SP mtx for Fn. 

4. Determine optiman deviaUon size and canpute Fn+1 (see discussion 

belcw). 

5. If    tP(Fn) -P^l  >e:   «here   c    is an acceptable threshold 

on the performance improvanent, let   n - n + 1   and go to   3. 

nt-herwise stop. 

10. 

& m ^     ^ Ä£?f SpSftlof rV^ is on the order o£   n^ 

where   n   is the nurnber of nodes. 
llSee the application section for exanples. 

19 



6. lunitations of the Method 

a. Even starting with a non-bifurcated flow FQ, we notice that, 

at the end of the first iteration, the flow from i to j takes two 

routes i\. .Q and TT. .,; on IT. .0 the amount of camodity (i,j) is 

<rij ~ ♦ij)» c*1   ^iji ^ ^ *ij (see Fig, 5). 

Figure 6 

Ac the next iteration, as the flow configuration F has changed, also 

the metric L    changes (see Bq. (5b)) and a new shortest path ir^ 

from i to j is found (see Fig. 6). Suppose   TN .2 is different fron 

TT. ._ and TT. .,. Hie problem is new how to define the FD, i.e., hew to 

redistribute the requirement r. . amoung the three paths. Since each 

20 
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iteration adds a new path (typically) to each pair of nodes, we realize 

that a criterion for. this redistribution is needed. A reasonable criterion 

is the following: Suppose there are n routes on which the requiranent 

flows fron i to j. Choose the longest of these n routes under the 

new metrir L    and define the deviation as a deviation of flow from the 

longest to the shortest path. Other criteria can be devised, but none of 

than (including this one) guarantees optimality. 

b. The existence of many routes between each pair of nodes represents 

a problem also fron the point of view of the description of the flow. We 

must keep a record of all the routes with the associated weights (flows 

that they carry), and, if the network is large, the problan of storing 

these data in the oorcputer during solution can be severe. 

A suboptimal criterion to keep the number of parallel routes < M 

is the following: If there are m > M routes fron i to j, eliminate 

those m - M with anallest flews. 

c. After having resolved points (a) and (b) with sane suboptimal 

criterion, we are atill faced with choosing the deviations (JK... In the 

gradiait method the determination of the step size is a one-dimensional 

optimization problan. Here we have n(n - 1) variables ^    (where n 

is the number of nodes in the network). Furthermore, the presence of the 

penalty functions in P(F) guarantees that the oonstraints are satisfied 

only for a small deviaUon 6*. Large 4»^ might produce a flow F1 

F = F 9 * 

21 
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which is outside the constraint set. Thus the determination of the optinun 

12 
<j).. represents a fairly oanplex problem. 

7. The FD Method for Large Networks with Balanced Traffic Requiranent 

It can be shown that the limitations mentioned in the preceding section 

have practically no effect on large networks with a balanced traffic require- 

ment. The definitions of "large" network and of "balanced traffic" are more 

qualitative than quantitative, and they vary from problem to problan. 

We begin by discussing the notion of "balanced" networks. Let us con- 

sider a network with n nodes. If its associated graph is complete (i.e., 

all pairs of nodes are connected by directed arcs), then the nunber of arcs 

is n (n - 1). Suppose we restrict cur analysis to graphs which have Kn 

arcs with fixed K £ n - 1; K represents the average arc to node density 

13 
of the graph." 

*ii 
Let r = -42 rr = —7—^-rr be the average flew requirement/pair 

nin - ij   nin - 1; 

of nodes 

Let m = max fc ./r] 

ij   D 

m gives a measure of how balanced the traffic is. Notice that m ^ 1 

always ard that m = 1 corresponds to a uniform traffic requirement matrix 

The rigorous approach to this problan is to consider the global flew 
as a convex ccribination of non-bifurcated flows and to apply the method of 
the Lagrange multipliers. This approach is now under investigation here 
at the Computer Science Department of UCLA. 

In many practical cases, the number of arcs grows linearly with the 
number of nodes. 

22 
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( r. . = r   for all i ^ j);   m   is large for very diversified require- 

IV ments. 

Let us now relate these ideas to the notion of "large" networks. Let 

f be the average channel flew in the network; f is given by: 

5- _ (total flow in the net) _ nr(n - l)n _ r(n - l)n 
1      (# of arcs) Kn        K 

where n is the average nunber of arcs in a path (typically, it is an 

increasing function of n), and is ocranonly referred to as the average 

path length. 

Suppose the maximum requiranent is routed on one path only. Then the 

ratio n between the maximum requirement and the total average channel 

flow is 

mr    mrK     mK (6) n = _ =  = ■- 
f  r(n - l)n  (n - l)n 

If we have a "large" net with "balanced" traffic, then n « !• In this 

situation one notices that: 
flow 

1. The ratio between each ocranodity/find the total flow in a channel 

is « 1, tterefore the deviation of the canmodity from the old path to 

the new SP can be considered as infinitesimal. For this reason, limitation 

(c) mentioned in the preceding section can be neglected and both improve- 

ment in P(F) and satisfaction of the constraints are virtually guaranteed. 

m' 

Many other appropriate definitions of m are possible, for exanple, 
r .  r.. v2-il/2 

= Wi il |    , in which case m* = 0 corresponds to the uniform 

traffic requirement. 

23 
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2. Again, as the deviation can be considered as infinitesimal, it 

does not pay much to split the requirement r. . between more than one 

route fron i to j. Bius the optimum flew is approximately non-bifurcated 

and, in the application of the algorithm, we can deviate the entire cotmodity 

fron the old path to the new shortest path at each iteration. In this way 

the limitations (a) and (b) of the FD method can be neglected. As most 

of the S/F networks can be classified as "large" and "balanced," we will 

consider only this categpry in the applications section. 

8. Case of P(F)' Oonvex. The Routing Assignment 

Suppose P = PCfwf, ... fb) is a convex function with respect to each 

of the f. 's (see Fig. 7): This is the case of Problem A (the routing 

assigment), mentioned in Section 2. If P(F) is oonvex, then the equiva- 

lait lengtfi i.    of the arc i, given by 3P/8f., is an increasing function 

of f.. The fact that A. increases with f. oorresponds to a tendency 

of the FD method towards spreading the flows in the netarork. If, after an 

iteration of the algorithm, many new routes include the arc i, then f^ 

beccmes large, and so does the equivalent length I..   This effect tends to 

block the further increase of f. and to make the other arcs appear more 

favorable in the next iteration. From an intuitive point of view one can 

see that, due to this spreading tendency the FD method drives the flow to 

a unique final configuration, no matter what starting configuration was 

ctosen.  This intuitive argument is substantiated by the mathematical 

This is rigorously true only if the flew deviations are infinitesimal. 
In the practical cases the size of the steps is finite, and the minimum flow can 
be determined only with an accuracy proportional to the step size. For the 
same reason, different starting configurations might produce different final flew 
configurations, whose "distance" fron the optimal solution is again propor- 
tional to the step size. 

24 
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Figure 7 

argument that, in a problon with oonvex performance function and convex 

constraint set (both feasible and additional constraints define a oonvex 

constraint set), a local miniinum is also a global minimLM. In order to 

understand how the FD method operates in the case of P(F) convex, let 

us consider its application to Problem A. Let TTJ-A be the old route 

and TT. .. be the new shortest route between nodes N. and N. (see 

Fig. 8a), and let a be the amount of oamodity (i,j) deviated fron 
a 

TT. .Q to ir.... Fran (1") it is easy to see that P(oO,/sum of convex 

functions of a, is also oonvex in a (see Fig. 8b). The fact that 

TT. ., is "shorter" than ir. .n corresponds to a negative slope at a = 0 

(see Fig. 8b): hence the FD method deviates  an   amount of oonmodity 
in the proper direction ^1 

(i,j)/fran the path Tr..0 to the path v^y 

14' » 
The amount of oaimodity deviated depends on the particular algorithm 

used: for example, if the "large and balanced net" assumption holds, then 
a "ncn~bifurcated" algorithm can be applied and the total amount is deviated. 

25 
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9. casg of P(F) gncave; The Rsutina and Capacit-ies Assiqment 

o - P/f f   . f ) is concave with respect to each of 
Suppose 2.    ^^V 2' b 

tte f.'s (see Fig. 9). 

fi 

Figure 9 

26 
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■men, the equivalent length ^ = ■^- is decreasing with t^,    and this 
i 

cxsrrespords to a tendency of the FD method to concentrate the flows in 

the network. If, after an iteration of die algorithm, many new routes 

include the arc i, then f. increases, I.    decreases and the-^-'ere, on 

the next iteration, arc i will probably be included in more SP's. 

As it will be stown in tte Applications Section, Problem B (routing 

and capacities assignment, linear cost-cap case) has P(F) concave. In 

that case we know that we can reduce the average delay T by concentrating 

the capacities [1]; so the FD method actually works in this direction, 

because it concentrates the flows, and therefore the capacities (see 

Eq. (3)). It can further be shown for Problem B that P(F) is also a 

concave function of a, where a is the deviation applied to a pair of 

nodes i,j (see Fig. 10): 

i P(a) 

r. .   a 
ID 

Figure 10 

27 
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in the case of Fig. 10, if the £1» «as imtially in   i.ij0,   and if the 

SP m0c telU us ttat   Hil   is s^ter than   u. j0   »der the ^tric   V 

then the TO method ae»iates aU the flew fcan   'ijo   to   'ijV 

.n interests property of the ease of   P(F)    -ncave with res^t to 

^ fto, aeviaUon   a   is ttat, c^. witt-t ^ W ^ ^^ 

4.wa «rvUmal flow   F   is not bifurcated.   I** us prove net assumption, the optunai now   r    xa _  

this strong property: 

Suppose the optimal solution has ivo routes fron   i   to   j, ^^ 

«     and   ii        with weight   w, = ou,  (0 1 oi0 1 rij) with weight   w^^ = r.j - a0   and   Tiij2   wx^n      y 2       0 

Figure 11 

Aswecanseefro-Fig.ll.dueto^oonca^of   PW,*e^i™» 

is on one of the ^enes of t.« interval    (O.ry),   and *e opti^l 
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solution cannot be bifurcated, unless P(a) is constant with a.    In 

the latter case, any value of  ex is optimal, extreme included. The 

same argument can be extenäed to the situation of more than two paths 

fron i to j, by taking them two at a time. We have proved, therefore, 

that the optimal solution is never bifurcated in the case of P(F) concave. 

As far as the "optimality" of the method is concerned, the starting 

flow configuration and the order in which we vpdate the flews strongly 

determine the local optimun reached, since the more flew we reute em an 

arc, the more we would like to route on it at the next iteration. So, 

the application of the FD method results in finding local minima, and is 

not as powerful here as in the convex case. On the other hand, the non- 

bifurcated nature of the optimum solution greatly simplifies the algorithn 

in the cases where the "large" and "balanced" net assunption is not valid. 

10. Applications 

As an application of the FD method, two multiocmodity problans rela- 

tive to the ARPA Ccmputer Network are presented. 

Bie ARPA Oxnputer Network is a S/F oenmunication network oonnecting 

several canputer facilities in the United States. A detailed description 

of the Network is given in Refs. [3-8]. One of the earlier proposed 

topologies of the Network is given in Fig. 16. The efficiency of the 

syston is measured in terms of average delay T per message. 

The first application is Problem A in Section 2: We have to find the 

routing of the flows in this network which minimizes T, given the capaci- 

ties.  The second application is Prdblon B: We are given the total cost 

of the network and we want to determine the optimum routing and the optinum 

assigiment of the channel capacities, under linear cost-cap. functions- 

29 
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^plication 1:    The routing assigrroent 

Fran Section 2, the average delay per message   T   is given by: 

T=v|(5-hr+pi)fi 

The raultioamodity problan in this case is stated as follows: 

given: - topology 21 nodes (see Fig. 16) 

- assumed unif. requiranent mtx: r^. = r [bits/sec] 

- capacities (C = 50 kbits/sec»for all i) 

iranimize. 
over F 

T(F) ^IM^-H-I) 

constraints; 
(i)    F feasible 

(ii)    f. < C. 

Vte recognize that T is in the form of Problem A. 

We first notice that: ^"L T(F) = ». So the constraint (ii) is 
VS. 

contained in T(F) as a penalty function. Next, we want to show that 

the "large and balanced network" condition holds. From Eq. (6), n,    the 

ratio for the test of "large and balanced net" condition is given by: 

n = 
m(Kn) 

n(n - l)n 

30 



IGt; 
In the present case: 

n = 21 

n ^ 1 (lower bound en the average path length) 

nK = nunber of channels = 52 

m = 1 (uniform requiranent) 

Hence:   n < 
52 

- (21) (20) 
= 0.12 « 1 

and the test is satisfied. 

The FD method can therefore be applied in the simple, non-bifurcated 

form oorresponaing to the "large and balanced net" situation. 

ic 

ci    fi 

Figure 12 

The equivalent length   ^    (see Fig. 12). is given by: 
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e. If B > 1» tten we have found a feasible flow. Go to 
s 

Phase 2. 

f. If 6 < 1/ we cannot serei the requirement r on the routes 

we just founä without violating sane capacity constraints. In 

this case a requirarent of 0.95 B r, very close to saturation 
is then ^ 

is chosen. The FD method  /  applied to this flow, and a 

new, better routing is found that raises the saturation level 

to ß^r. 

g. If 0' = ß »no inproveroent occurred; esr is the max level 

of traffic that the network can accept. Hence the probLen is 

infeasible. 

h. Suppose ßg > Ps: 

hi: If ß* > 1 go to Phase 2 
s step 

h2: If ß* < 1 r update and go to /f 
s — 

Phase 2: 

a. E^'tiSe/fSIfcurrently under consideration compute the equivalent 

lengths L   given by Eq. (7). 

b. Compute SP matrix. 

c. Give flow deviations according to SP matrix. 

16It is clear that, in order to maintain the assumption of infinitesi- 
mal deviation, it would be best to recompute the SP matrix after thedevia- 
tion of each single comodity. However, the overhead due to ^reOT^t*" 
tion of the SP matrix at each step might be severe, so a ccnp^^^f 
accuracy and speed has to be found. In our example, the two extrane cases 
of updating the SP matrix after processing each comüdity, and after pro- 
cessing all the comodities, have been investigated: the difference in 
the final results was less than 5%, which shows that, at least ^.^.P^" 
ticular exanple, the i^dating of the SP matrix is not a very critical factor. 
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d. If the improvement in the performance functin T is larger 

than a preaetermined threshold e, go to 2(a). Otherwise stop. 

Figure 17 illustrates an application of the algorithm with a uniform 

requirenent r = 1.2 kbits/sec. By routing the traffic according to the 

SP matrix computed at ßr = 0, saturation occurs at 3sr =1.02 kbits/ 

sec, i.e. at ß =-- .85 (see curve a). As ß < 1, we are still in 
' s ö 

Phase 1 and the FD method is applied to a flow corresponding to a reduced 

requiranent r1 = .95 ß r= .96 kbits/sec; new routes are found (see 

curve b), and saturation occurs now at ß^r = 1.250 kbits/sec, i.e., at 

ß1 = 1.04. As ß' > 1, a feasible solution at r = 1.2 kbits/sec is 
s s 

available, and Phase 2 can be started. The FD method is nw applied 

using the full traffic requirement and the optimum routing is found (see 

curve c). Notice that, as expected, the routing (a) gives the best per- 

formance at low traffic levels, while (c) gives the best performance at the 

required traffic level. 

This algorithm has been progranmed in PORTRBN and run on the 360/91 

at UCLA. The three curves plotted in Fig. 17 were ocmputed in 8 sec., CPU 

time. 

Application 2; Routing and capacities assigiment, linear cost-cap, caae 

It was shown in Section 2 that this problem is equivalent to the 

following raultiocmmcdity problem: 

given;    - topology 

- assumed uniform requirement mt* 
b     2 

(f-W)   , b 
over F YDe     

Y 1 
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constraints; 

(i)    F   feasible 

(ii)    D   = D - E   f^. > 0 

v*iere   d. = oost/vnit of. capacity in channel i 

D = total number of dollars 

We first notice that: 

lim   T{F) = » 
D -»O 
e 

So the constraint D > 0 is contained in T(F) as a penalty function. 

Next, consider the plot of T and A. versus f. (Fig. 13), where: 

f; 

Figure 13 
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Note that: 

lim I. if)  = "o 
f.-*0 

due to the term   

^1 
It c^S^roved that T is concave with respect to a flow devia- 

tion a [11. Fran the concavity of T we recognize that we are in 

the situation of Section 3 and the properties there mentioned hold. 

Hence the FD method can be applied in the simple, non-bifurcated form. 

As it was pointed out in Section 9,  the ED method leads to local optima, 

and several starting flow configurations nust be tried. In order to get 

several starting flew configurations, the follwing randonization procedure 

is repeats for each iteration of the algorithn. 

a. Assign initial equivalent lengths ^ to the channels at 

ranton, so that ml^lM, vfcere m and M are respec- 

tively lower and i^pper limits conveniently chosen. 

b. Catpite SP matrix. 

c. Route tte requiranents r on the SP's, and get the starting 

flow configuration FQ. 

d. If (D - Ef.d.) > 0, F0 is feasible, the FD method can be 

applied. 

e. If (D - Zf d.) < 0, F0 is unfeasible and is rejected. Go 

to (a). 
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Ohe initial randan choice of the lengths guarantees a certain 

ra^ess in the st:xting feasible flev, tiuas providing a nethod for 

fir^ several local ndnma.   After a consent n***r of iterations, 

the global minion is ctosen as the minion of the local mini**.   *üs 

provides a "suboptimal,, solution. 

A block diagram of the method is given in Fig. 14. 

Note 1 
m the »PA network case, the cost^apacity functions are step 

t^rtions, to order to be able to use our «ttad, this 

staircase fun^Uon has been apf^U* by several straight lines, ea* 

* ^^^♦■ioe (see Fiq. 15).    In this way, given used in the proper range of capacities (see tig. m 

a (lo„ cenfi^atien   F,   a pro,« set of li.ear cost-cep. functions is 

•   cho^   aurlng the applicaüce of tte^.ethod, bisset is updatei 

iteraacn by iteratl», as   F   oh^es.   At the e» of the "continue" 

op^zaa«-, Perfol usi^g li-r «st-oapaci« functics, .he continuous 

capacities are diecretisea to t.. u^^- of capaci,* available (i. 

tha case of Fig. 15,   Cc ^ C,).   Passl«, fron «« continuous to the dre- 

hte solution, the deUy   T   <*« decreases, but the cost constramt 

„ight be violated,   m üüs case, the "local" c^al solution is rejected, 

or, better, is consider^ as a local c^ttoun of a different preplan, *ere 

t,. nu*er of dollars is convenia.tly lerger.   *is tedmi^ is clearly 

a^tis^l, »d it is diffioat to teU h» close this soXution is to 

the real optimr..   ^ rigors appro«*, .«««er, retires integer p^ 

•     ^hnicues and is very ttae consunim.   Other subcptinal tedmiques 
graraiung techmques ana is «sty 

ha« be«, t^oposei   /   w'it is süU an open prcbl«. 
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no 

k= 0 
 ,  

 i 
Lengths   £. 

assigned at rancfom 

I 
SP nttx 

and flow assignae.it 

yf     yes 

Apply PD method 

^ ' 

Find local ndn. 

' f 

k = k + 1 

Figure 14 
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Figure 15 

Note 2 

Vfe can evaluate the optunum configurations oorresponäing to several 

assigrments of total cost D, keeping the requiranent r as a paraneter. 

In Fig. 18, several curves T = T(D) are plotted for different values of 
subpptinun 

r. Only the marked points on these curves correspond to  /  solutions, 

as the ensemble of capacities available is discrete. The set of capacities and 
corresponding costs considered in the optimization can be found in Table 1. 

12. Oonclusion 

Fran the theoretical point of view, the FD method is valid for any 

unconstrained nulticonmodity prcblon. In the case of constrained problons, 

one nust consider the trade-off between introducing complicated penalty 

functions and being able to use an algorithm generally easier than the 

constrained optimization algorithms, i.e. linear or non-linear programdng. 
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 "1^00. 

.;--.-;500, 

21 Nodes net 

All Capacities = 50 kbits/sec 
r = 1.2 kbits/sec 

The curves represent T = T(6r) using a fixed 

routing scheme: 

In a) the optimal routing for ßr = 0 

In b) the optimal routing for 0r = ,96 kbits/sec 

In c) the optimal routing for 6r = 1.2 kbits/sec 
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TABLE 1 

CHANNEL CAPACITIES AND CORRESPCNDING 

COSTS USED IN THE OPTIMIZATION 

.35 

2.10 

4.20 

4.20 

21.00 

7.2 810 

19.2 850 

50 850 

108 2400 

230.4 1300 

Note: The total cost per nonth of a channel is given by: 

total cost = temdnatipn cost + (line cost) X (length in miles) 
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If the problan autonatically incorporates the penalty functions in the 

objective function (as S/F network prcblems usually do), and if the "large 

and balanced net" assunption is valid, then the FD method seems to be 

more convenient tiian other methods. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ARPA computer network utilizes message-switching to provide communications 

between the various HOST computer sites. This Intercommunication Is In terms 

of messages, which are segmented Into smaller size packets for store-and-for- 

ward transmission between the message-switching computers which are referred to 

as Interface Message Processors (IMP's). These segmented (multi-packet) messages 

must be reassembled at their destination IMP prior to delivery. Each IMP receives 

packets on two or more input lines, causing the occasional buildup of queues on 

a given output line. The result of such queues is that the packets of a multi- 

packet message can become separated, i.e., "foreign" packets can become inter- 

spersed with those of a given message. This separation causes a longer reassembly 

time at the destination IMP, and is therefore of interest from the viewpoints of 

message delay and buffer utilization. 

The analysis of the packet separation assumes Polsson arrivals of Interfering 

traffic, and considers both first-come, first-served and priority queue disciplines 

at the output transmission facility. Equations are derived for the expected inter- 

packet separation in each case, and both expected values are shown to have the 

same finite limiting value as the packets pass through an arbitrarily large number 

of nodes. Empirical results are also given based on measurement data taken on the 

ARPA net, and the relationship between the modeling and measurement effort*, is 

discussed. 

* This research was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 
Department of Defense uiider Contract Number DAHC-15-69-C-0285. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The ARPA network of computers Involves an extensive store-and-forward message 

switching network to provide data connunlcatlons between the various HOST sites. 

This net utilizes Interface Message Processors (IMF's) at each store-and-forward 

node and SDK bit/second transmission lines to provide both a responsive data 

path for Interactive work and a reasonable throughput for file transfers. 

The HOST sites consist of a variety of computer systems, with these hardware and 

software resources being shareable via the network. Several o>f the sites have 

developed particular specialties such as graphics, artlflcal intelligence, man- 

machine Interaction, etc. UCLA is one such node, having speclalited In the areas 

of network performance analysis, simulation, and measurement, and serves as the 

Network Measurement Center (NMC). An extensive set of measurement tools has 

been developed, both within the IMF's and at the NMC HOST computer.  These 

facilities provide an experimenter with "probes" to monitor the network traffic, 

or if desired, to create artificial traffic to simulate a given message traffic 

condition. These measurement tools have been found to be very effective in gaining 

insight Into the network behavior, and In verifying (or correcting) the accuracy 

of analytic models of network performance. This paper considers one such model, 

namely the analysis of the separation between message segments when other traffic 

is in contention for the communication facilities, and discusses the usage of the 

measurement tools in this development. 

A message can be at most 8064 bits in length which, at a 50K bit/second rate, 

requires about 160 milliseconds for serial transmission of a full message over 

one of the transmission lines. For a variety of reasons*, messages are segmented 

Into shorter units (called packets) of up to 1008 bits each. This segmentation Is 

performed by the source IMP, with reassembly of the packets into a complete message 

being handled by the destination IMP; Thus the H0ST-to-H0ST transmissions are 

* Message segmentation into shorter blocks is desirable for several reasons 
including efficiency of buffer allocation and error control, as well as reduction 
of retransmission delays and delays to cohort Interactive messages. 
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in terns of messages, and IMP-to-IMP transmissions Involve packets. When an IMP 

receives and accepts a packet from a neighboring IMP, It sends an acknowledgement 

(ACK) In reply to this nelghfev." Indicating that the packet was acceptable; this 

allows the previous IMP to free the storage buffer being utilized for that pncket. 

Each IMP has two or more Input channels upon which packets can arrive.  (An 

arrival is said to occur when the last bit of the packet has been received.) 

Therefore, It Is possible for incoming packets to arrive more rapidly than they 

can be forwarded, and queues can build up with packets from two or more messages 

becoming Interspersed as shown in Figure 1. The effect of this interspersal is to 

cause the packets of any given message to become separated, and therefore introduces 

an additional delay in the reassembly of the message. 

Input 

Channels tz\*X^ 
Outputs on channel 1 

Inputs on channel k 

Inputs on Channel ^ 

Output 

Channels 

Completion of PKT 1 

! 

I PKT 1 PKT 2 

PKT 1 starts service 

^ lE^g: Arrival 
of PKT 1 

PKT 1 PKT 2 

(Separated upon 
departure) 

PKT 3 

queue delay 
**—   for PKT 2 

(contiguous upon arrival) 

Arrival Arrival  Arrival 
of PKT 1 of PKT 2 of PKT 3 

Figure 1, The Interspersing of Message Packets at a 

Store-and-Forward Node 
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T*e object .. thl. .tody U to l«v..tlg.t. thl. P-c.« ..p...tlon '«'«• '^ 

" aeu^n. tse «Ution.^. b.twe«. t... pertinent nnt«rt ^ •" ^ 
•n,P initial analysis considers a first come, first served 

:;r r::^:. r L reL. ^ ^d. ^::r=- 
of priority traffic, and the finite arrival rate at the source  ^ « W 

„elrement and artificial traffic generation facilities were utilised 

the results of the model agalnat actual network data. 

2.  THE PACKET SEPARATION ANALYSIS ,,....„*. «-«-aae 
. .  ^-uno that the separation between the packets of a message 

There Is an Intuitive feeling that tne sepa tnr„mrA nodes. 

arrlvnU lncr...e. .. th. ..pnr.tion Incre..... and th. «.«Itlonal . rlv.l. 
rtou ln TheorCT, ! ,„,1 2 that 

further increaae '^'"^ J^ ^„„^ for both th. POPS and priority 
the exoected separation between packets xs oouna« 
:.„: and lnt.r..tl„gly. fat tM. .onnd 1. th. aa« «or .ot. caa... n-aXy 

,  ,    Pd   v W 
lim Ellnterpacket gap after n nodes] - ^L. A

9 
1-Y 

■    *. traffic intensity of th. Int.rf.rlng tr.fflc Y 1. " d.fln.d h.lo«. 

r; "i. h ii. i .d to L^ a.... tr^it,. .«^ ^ P.^«.. 
:. a^pUd .ep.r.tlon « th. output «n he derived a. .hom In th. foUo-ln. theor». 

Theorem 1 . fc _.„ fA_ _ 
 discipline, the expected Interpacket gap for a 

Utilizing a FCFS queue 

segmented message Is: 

(2) 

ä-^uclt in th. definition of X, la the „auction that all hut th. laat pach.t 

„f a ™Ul-pack.t «...g. ". of thl. ...l-l Ungth. 
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Z „ete^oe rte «UtioooMp. ..ocwooo *« porciooo. n.^- ^ «   ^ ;hl- 

sep„atlon .01.,.    T.. ioitU! .nolyio Conors a    -•   ^ '    / ^„^ 
(PCFS) tic of pocketo. «1th tho reouU. being .«endod to inclod. th. In 

L p^it, „..fio. on. th. fimte --—;^:::^^^^ 
.easoremont and artlfloial traffic generation faollltle. 

the resolt. of the model again« actnal network data. 

t        rnv  PACKET SEPARATION ANALYSIS 
Lre   »Tt. live feeling that the aeparation hetween the packet, of a «..age 

rr-gro. a. r :T zz^zii^;::^z\- 
^«r.  However we will show in Theorems 1 and 2 that 

turther increase ">' «■>«^- "^ ' i  ended for hoth the POPS and priorit, 
the exoected separation between pacKets is u« 

I; and intereetingl,. th.t thi. honnd i. th. ^  for hoth ...... *~*y. 

P.    Y (1) 
Elinterpacket gap after n nooesj - . 

n-H» 

lim Elinterpacket gap after n nodes] - _JL. *9 

and X is cne tun«  H Hg.r<ved as shown in the following theorem. 
The expected separation at the output can be derived as shown in 

Theorem 1 .    _ «-_ « 
 """  j4-^*«HnA the expected interpacket gap for a 
Utilizing a FCFS queue discipline, the expect 

segmented message is: 

E[x 1 - 11 - (Y)""1! -!i- • Xs (2) 

n 1 - Y 

rTS^ITÜTlhrdSflnitlon of X, 1. the ...«ption th.t aU hut the le.t p.ek.t 

of a -Itl-p.ck.t «..age are of thia «.xl«al length. 
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where T is the interpacket spacing due to interfering traffic at the 
n      . 

output of the n  node along a store-and-forward path; Xs, is the service 

time of a maximal length packet; Pi - X1 x1 is the traffic intensity in 

termp öf X , the average arrival rate of interfering packets, and their 

average service requirement, ä^, and Y = Pj + o where a is the probability 

that an Interference packet (on input) takes the same output channel as 

the observed traffic. All p's are assumed to be equal along the entire 

network path.  Interfering packet arrivals at each node are assumed to be 

Folsson. 

Proof t 

If we consider a "tagged" multipacket message at the originating node, consisting 

of packets P.,?,,....P....., we find a situation as shown in Figure 2. The 

packets are presented to the queue as a group, and for the FCFS system, are 

transmitted continguously. The arrivals at the second node are therefore spaced 

at regular intervals of T. - X seconds, where X is the time required to service 

one maximal length packet, i.e., approximately 20 msec, for a 1008 bit packet at 

SOKb/sec. However, at this second node there may be interfering traffic arriving 

on other input channels (with an average arrival rate of X^ and as shown in 

Figure 2(b), these packets may become Interspersed with the packets of the tagged 

message. The gap time (T») between the now non-contiguous packets has an expected 

value given by: 

E[T2] - ni2 ^ <3) 

where the subscripts i refe*- to the interfering traffic and the subscript 2 

indicates that this delay is at the output of the second node along the path, 

n , is the average number of interfering packets which arrive during the inter- 

arrival time between the tagged packets; for Poisson interference arrivals this is; 

»12 " h  "s <" 
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Equation (3) then becomes, 

E[T2] - (X1 X8) x^ 

Defining: 

pi - X1 x^ 
(5) 

we have. 

EtT2] - p1 X8 
(6) 

This separation, T2, then contributes to the output Interval at the second node 

such that: 

E[T2] - X8 + E[T2], 
(7) 

which becomes the average interarrlval time at the third store-and-forward node. 

There Is a non-zero probability that the Interfering packets which separate the 

tagged packets will be routed to the same output channel at this node. 

a = P[interfering packet stays as Interference on output] (8) 

The resulting gap between the tagged packets at the output of the third node 

then becomes: 

E[T3] - X1(X8 + E[T2])X1 + a E[T21 

or substituting for E(T2], and simplifying: 

E[TJ - P. X (1 + Y) 
(9) 

where: 

Y . P1 + a 
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A similar line of reasoning at the fourth node produces. 

ElTJ   "   Pi(X8  +  Z[^])   +  a  ElT31 

or: 

(10) 

(ID 

(12) 

th 

E[T41 " Pi 
x
8 I1 + Y + Y21 

and leads to the general iterative expression: 

E[Tn] = P1(X8 + ElVll) + « E[Vll 

or: 
n-2 

Eixni - Pi x
8 E 

(Y)J 

j-0 

Equation (11) can be expressed in closed for« as: 

ElxJ - 11 - (Y)""1! r^ Xs 

.ith r    being the gap between a pair of tagged paCets at the output of the n 

store-Ld-forward node. This completes the proof of Theore« 1. 

j    -i..™ (n Figure 3 for several value« ot  c,, and 
The expected Interpacket gap ia Bkom  in Figure „latlvely «»11 
rndlcatee several Interesting aspects about the gap size. For relative!., 

T    It  c  the expected gap length reaches an asyptotic value after going values of p,.  the expect  8 P ^^ (tn ^^ 

.„rough a few nodes, . h l™"**™        "f      ^  ,„ eoch caM an a.wt.te 
of ten, to reach a similar as^P «• **    « ^     ^ ^ ^^ 

::— rf ::::::rr^r^^^^^^^^ „ o« t.. aa^ic «1... 
Pj (13) 

lim E[Tnl  = x^ - ^"77 X9 

V Thls for» is believed to be snslogous to conservation results for various ti«e- 

sharing queue disciplines (Ref. 7). 
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It is also Interesting to note that for the expected Interpacket gap to become 

within a factor, F, of the asymptotic value, T^, we need: 

n ^ ! + lo&ll - Ü (14) 
log Y 

This can be shown by noting that the expression for E[Tn] can be written as: 

E[Tnl - [1 - (Y)"'
1
] T, - F 7. 

such that: 

(Y)"'
1
 - I - F 

and by taking logarithms of both sides, 

nml+  loK(l - F) 
log Y 

Therefore, any v^lue of n equal to or greater than this value will cause the 

expected gap to be within the factor, F, of the asymptotic delay value. 

A variation of interpacket gap model was obtained by considering the case of non- 

uniform traffic intensities along the store-and-forward path.* This change meant 

that the expected interpacket delay would not necessarily increase at each sub- 

sequent node, resulting in a variation of the iterative relationship of Equation 

(10) to include this case, 

E[Tn] - «ax{pln(Xs + E[Vl] ,E[Vl]} (15) 

where pJ  is the traffic intensity of the interfering packets at the n  node, in 
(This previous analysis was for the o«0 case.) 

* This extension was made by Gary Fultz, working under the supervision of one of 
the authors (LK), who was concerned with differing traffic intensities across 
the net in routing simulation studies. This interpacket gap time was of concern 
to him because of its effect on the reassembly time of messages at the eventual 
destination.  (See Ref. 8.) 
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3.  THE INTRODUCTION OF PRIORITIES 

The interpacket gap analysis In a priority system differs In two aspects from that 

of the FCFS system.  In the FCFS system, any arrivals occurring between the arrivals 

of packets P. and P. . were also serviced between P. and P...-,-  In the priority 

system, the interfering arrivals will be any non-priority packets between the 

arrivals of P. and P..., and any priority arrivals after P. begins service but 

before Pj+1 begins. The resulting interpacket gap given in Theorem 2 is shown 

to increase more rapidly than that of the non-priority case, but to have the 

same limiting value. 

Theorem 2 

The expected Interpacket gap for a segmented message with higher priority 

traffic competing for the server is: 

E[Tnl -    X8       fp - K  / pnp+q \n1  n » 2,3,... _ d6) 
P 

where the conditions and variables are as defined in Theorem 1 with 

p and p  being the traffic intensities of priority and non-priority 

traffic respectively, and p = p + p  . The value K is, 
P   np 

K. ■  np    p 
p  + a 
np 

Proof; 

Assume that a multipacket message is initially entered into the network as shown 

in Figure 4(a). The j  and j+1  packets of the message are not necessarily 

served contiguously (as in the FCFS case) since priority arrivals during the 

service of P. will be serviced before P. ., as will other priority messages which 

arrive during the service of the priority messages. The expected time between 

the departures of P. and P1+i is: 

EET^ - X8 + EhjJ (17) 
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where ^ Is the time to service the v1 priority arrivals, with: 

E[V1] " VX8 + ^l1^ (18) 

Xip being the average arrival rate of interfering priority messages. 

Since the arrivals and »ervice requirements are independent, 

Ef^] - Efvjj . E[x jmes. is priority] 

or: 

EfTl] * Xip(X8 + ^^^^p (19) 

Solving for Ehj] we obtain: 

El^]  - Xip xl Xs - pp Xs 

1 - X. x    1 - p 
ip p      Mp 

where pp is the traffic intensity for Interfering priority messages. 

P      IP   P 

(20) 

The expected interdeparture time of packets Pj and P   at the first node is then: 

£[!,] = Xg + ^is_ - X8 + E[Tl] (21) 

1_0P 

so that at the second node we can expect to find r^ interfering arrivals of 

regular messages, where: 

ElVXinp
E[Tl]  - Xlnp(Xs + EfTll> (22) 
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0„l, the „on-prlorlt, «...,. mivml. „„^ ^ „. ^„.^ ^ ^ ^ 

in the ,.n.. of .ddln, to the lnt.rl,.ck.e ,.p.    Aoy priority .rrlv.!. „. either 

zzvz::Pj or T 
couu""in the ^ i,'Mri'rt°» ^rt^—. wnere v2 has an expected value of: 

Etv2I . hp»t + E(,2)) (23) 

Therefore, we have: 

EIT2J - X8 + E[n2J .T^ + Etv2l . 5p + aE[TiJ (24) 

where the aEt^J ter. is due to the fraction. 0. of the InccUng interference 

that is routed along with the tagged message (as defined in equation 9).* 

Substituting for E^J and E^} fro. equations (22) and (23) respectively 
and noting that: 

E[T2] - E[T2] - X8 

we have: 

E[T2] " pnp (Xs + E^lJ) + Pp (X8 + E[T2]) + uEl^J 

Collecting terms and simplifying results in: 

E[T2] - rh~ ^ \  + (Pnp + a) EITJ) 

which generalizes into the iterative result: 

(25) 

(26) 

EiO 
r^r{p Xs + (P„p +«)  ElVl,J « - 2. 3. ... (27) 

The effect of the cencurrently routid lnterference traffic i8 

in the priority case, but on the average, will produce an interference 
component of aEfr. J. in 
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A closed for« representation of this equation is difficult to find by inspection 

of the forms of E[T21, EITJI, etc., but is expected fro« previous work to be of 

the form: 

This can be shown to be correct by an inductive proof, i.e., utilizing 

equations (27) and (28), such that we test for the equivalence of: 

g ■ rh; {»«.* <%♦ -> • (i^) • f ■"(^V'n ^ 

Simplification of the left-hand side shows that the equality holds. We can solve 

for the value, K, by evaluating the expression for a known condition, namely ECTJI 

E[T2] r^k-^-^-^t-^! 
2v 

(30) 

After considerable simplification and combination of terms, the value of K can be 

shown to be,* 

K . 
P^Ll^L (31) 
pnp + a 

which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

* These simplifications in volve the usage of the equalities P - Pp + Pnp a
nd 

Y ■ p + «• 
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The expected gap site for the priority c«je can then be expressed as: 

n-2,3,...   (32) ■■■.'• A |.-fe^(Kr)l 
which for p equal to tero, becones the FCPS result of equation (12). 

P 

If we coapare the FCFS and priority analysis results, we see that they have the 

same limiting values, I.e., 

lim E[T IPCPS] - lim E[T  {priority  case] (33) n n 

This latter limit can be found by showing that: 

(, . n 

^-—\    -0 (34) 

or equivalently, that 

1 - p    > p     + a P       np 

We know that. 

l>Y"p    +p      +a T        P        np 

and therefore by subtracting p from each side of the equation, 

1 " P„ > P„n + 0l 
P   «P 

which produces the limit as in equation (34). This limiting effect is also 

indicated in Figure 5, which shows both the priority and FCFS cases. 

. 
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4. THE ANALYSIS FOR NON-BULK ARRIVALS 

The preceding analysis was based on Che assumption that all of the packets of a 

message arrive at the source IMP simultsneously, i.e., as a bulk arrival.  If we 

assign a finite rate to these HOST-to-IMP transfers, such that a full packet 

requires X- seconds to cross this boundary, then the analysis must be modified 

to include this effect. The interpacket gap at the output of the originating node 

then has an additional term: 

Et*ll-*ip V^ + ElTl1) + Xlnp*npXl (35) 

which is a modification to Equation (19) to include the non-priority interference. 

Solving for the average gap time, we obtain: 

0 X 4- p  X. 
EITJ - P f   np 1 06) 

1      1- pp 

The delays at subsequent nodes can be determined by the previous iterative 

equation (27), with the result being an additional term beyond that of equation (32), 

X  f     /P  + a\n)  p (p  + a)""1 ^'J - r^ j^ ffr^)} - VV       h    -^.3....    on 

where K is as defined in equation (31), and the additive term is the effect of the 

time required for a HOST-to-IMP packet transmission, X.. However, it is interesting 

to note that this additive effect does not change the asymptotic values as n becomes 

very large, since the X, term of equation (37) approaches zero as n-x». 

5. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE PACKET SEPARATION MODEL 

A complete experimental verification of the packet separation model would require 

the ability to generate artificial traffic at each node along the store-and-forward 

path of a test message.  Since such facilities are currently available at only one 

site, the UCLA Network Measurement Center, the verification test was much less 

extensive than would normally be desired, and was conducted only for the case 
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of n - 1.  Equation (37) is valid only for n i 2, so the teat was based on 

equation (36), 

p X + p X. 
ErT , ._E_2 SE-L ElV 1 - pp 

The interference traffic was generated by the pseudo-random artificial traffic 

generator (approximately an exponential distribution of message lengths and Poisson 

arrivals) with the traffic intensity, p, being determined by selection of the 

average message length. The number of active message generators was a compromise 

between, (1) the desire to avoid alternate routing, and (2) the desire to minimize 

the RFNM dependency of the arrivals.* Eight generators were found to meet both 

desires satisfactorily. 

The generation of the multi-packet test traffic was planned utilizing two different 

techniques to obtain a range of values of the parameter, X^ (the time required for 

the serial "arrival" of a packet). The "fake HOST" pseudo-message generator facility 

within the IMP was selected to provide a minimal value of Xj^ of 3.3 msec, which 

is the typical time required for the background program to generate a full packet 

of data.  Similarly, the "fake HOST" generated traffic at a neighboring IMP was 

utilized for the maximal value of X1 - 23.0 msec, which is the time required for 

the sorial arrival of a full packet at the UCLA IMP. 

The theoretical values** of the inter-packet gap rime, T, for various message 

lengths and values of X1 are plotted in Figure 6 along with the test data from the 

experiment. The increase in the value of T for very short messages is due to the 

* The RFNM (Request For Next Message) is a flow control mechanism which does not 

allow the next message to be sent on a given logical link, until a request is 

received in reply to the present message. 

** See the appendix for the calculation of these values. 
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fact that most of these messages are of the priority class, and therefore cause 

an Increased amount of Interference. Equation (37) Indicates that for the special 

case In which all of the Interference traffic Is of the priority class, the value 

of T will not be a function of X., and this effect was also verified by the 

experimental data. This effect Is due to the fact that the only arrivals that 

will contribute to the Inter-packet gap are those that occur during the XB seconds 

that a packet requires for service, and the subsequent arrivals during their 

service, etc., as expressed In equation (19). 

The experimental and theoretical results agree reasonably well for both cases. 

Both the shape of the curves and the magnitude of the Interpacket gap (as measured 

by trace data at the destination) Indicate that the model represents the actual 

system system behavior satisfactorily.* 

This agreement between the experimental and theoretical results was not obtained 

In the Initial experiments, but came about as a result of several improvements 

to the original model. These improvements were made as a result of new insight 

gained from the measurement work, and Included the correction of an algebraic 

error, as well as correcting a more fundamental oversight of having neglected the 

effect of acknowledgement traffic (as described In the Appendix). The measurements 

were thereby found to significantly aid In the development and verification of the 

theoretical model, and conversely, the modeling studies were of great value in 

determining which system values were of interest In the measurement efforts. The 

two areas of investigation are quite complementary and can be utilized together 

to gain Insight and confidence In the correspondence between the behavior of models 

and the actual system being studied. 

* The ability to trace messages Is one of the set of measurement facilities at the 

NMC. The trace data Includes the time of arrival of each packet, from which the 

value of T can be computed (see reference 6). 
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APPENDIX ~ THE THEORETICAL TRAFFIC INTENSITY INCLUDING 
THE EFFECTS OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND PRIORITY 

TRAFFIC 

The theoretical curves of Figure 6 Include the effects of the acknowledgements, 

the priority messages» and the non-prlorlty messages by considering the 

expected service time to be; 

Etx] - E[x | an ACK] . Pr[an ACK] 

+ E[x | a pri. mes.l . Prfa prl. mes.l 

+ E[x | non-pri. mes.l • Prtnon-pri. mes.] 

The acknowledgements are In response to the RFNM's (Request For Next Message), 

and therefore occur with the same frequency as messages, such that: 

Pr[an ACK] - 0.5 

Messages are considered to be in the priority class if they are less than or equal 

to 10 bytes (80 bits) in length, which for the exponential density of message 

length, gives the following expression for 3, the fraction of messages that are 

in the priority class. 

3=1- e-10/£ 

where I is the average message length in bytes. (The ACK's will also be in the 

priority class). The expected service time for a priority message can be found 

from the truncated exponential density such that. 

x - E[xmjx S X-] - X 
p     m 3i   i 

i.iülZi 
s) i ^/X 

1 - i Vx 
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and the expected service time for a non-prlorlty message can be shown to be: 

x  = E[x  I x > X_] - X_ + X 
np   l m ' m  TJ   T 

Using these results, one can write the expected service time (of messages 

and ACK's) as: 

E[x] - 0.5Xa + 0.5ß [X0 + xp] + 0.5(1 - 3 ) [XQ + XT + X] 

where the first two terms represent the priority service times, and the last 

term considers the non-priority service times.  (The value X- is the fixed 

overhead service time of a message.) The equation is of the form: 

E[x] = E[x | priority] + (1 - ß)E[x | non-priority] 

and if multiplied by the net arrival rate (of messages and ACK's), produces a 

traffic Intensity, p, given by: 

p = XE[x] - X{0.5Xa + 0.5ß [X0 + x ]} + X{0.5(1 - ß )[X0 + XT + X] 

where: 

X = X + X - 2X 
a   m   m 

with the subscripts referring to ACK's and messages. The values of the priority 

and non-prlorlty Interference traffic intensities can then be written as: 

p = 2X{0.5XQ + 0.5ß tXn + x 1} p    m    a       up 

and: 

pnp ' 2Xm{0-5(1 -    ß)fX0+XT+X]} 
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with the composite traffic Intensity being: 

P = P + P__ P   np 

If we consider an example In which the messages have an average length of 20 

bytes, we find that 40% of the messages are In the priority class, and such 

messages have an average service time of 3.44 msec.*, compared to an average of 

7.5 msec, for the non-prlorlty messages (Including the overhead characters for 

each). The service time of an acknowledgement is 3.0 msec, and when combined 

with the priority messages, produces a traffic Intensity of: 

p = X [3.0 + 0.4(3.44)] - 0.175 
p   m 

where X Is 1/(25 msec.) for the artificial traffic being generated. The traffic 
m 

intensity for the non-prlorlty traffic can be found in a similar manner, since: 

p  - X {(1 - 0)[Xn + X- + X]} np   m        0   T 

which becomes: 

p  - %| [2.9 + 1.6 + 3.2 - 0.185 Knp   25 

such that: 

p = p + p  »0.36 M   P   np 

The expected value of T can then be calculated for the known value of Xg equal to 

23.0 msec, and for the desired value of X^ These results are tabulated in Table 

1 along with the associated values of p and p .  (These are the values utilized 

for the theoretical curves of Figure 6.) 

* Based on a 20 ysec./blt transmission delay. 
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TABLE 1 

THEORETICAL VALUES OF THE INTER-PACKET GAP, T 

Avg. Mes. 
Length 
(bytes) 

P B PP Pnp 

Expected Value of T 

Xj-3.3 X1-23.0 

0 .23 1.00 .23 .00 6.9 6.9 

8 .28 .72 .22 .06 6.7 8.3 

20 .36 .39 .18 .18 5.8 10.1 

40 .49 .22 .15 .34 5.3 13.3 

60 .63 .15 .14 .49 5.6 16.8 

80 .77 .12 .14 .63 6.0 20.4 
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON THE ARPA COMPUTER NETWORK* 
by 

Gerald D. Cole 
Computer Science Department 
University of California 
Los Angeles, California 

Abstract 

An extensive measurement capability has been 
implemented in the Interface Message Processors 
(IMP's) of the ARPA network of computers.  These 
measurement facilities were Implemented by the 
network contractor. Bolt Seranek and Newman, Inc., 
to meet the measurement needs of the UCLA Network 
Measurement Center, and consist of software 
routines within the store-and-forward IMP's to 
accumulate statistics, periodically repord snap- 
shots, trace selected messages through the net, 
and to be able to generate artificial tr;afflc. 
These capabilities have been augmented by routine« 
at the Network Measurement Center to provide 
selective control over the data gathering func- 
tions, as well as, providing data reduction and 
print-out routines, and more extensive artificial 
traffic generation facilities. The purpose of 
the measurement effort Is to provide Insight into 
network behavior, and to support the analytic and 
simulatiion modeling work being done at UCLA.  In 
this latter role, the measurements provide a 
means of verifying, or correcting, models of net^- 
work behavior by performing appropriate tests In 
the actual network eHvlronment. The result of 
several such efforts will be discussed. 

I. Introduction 

Tue ARPA computer network interconnects 
approximately twenty' different HOST computer sys- 
tems at sites across the country for the purpose 
of sharing resources,^ Several of these sites 
have developed expertise In selected areas such 
as graphics, artificial intelligence, and mon- 
macliinc communications, and serve as specializa- 
tion centers within the net to provide particular 
skills and hnrdwnro/software resources related to 
their particular areas of specialization. The 
UCI.A node in the network serves as one such site, 
being the Network Measurement Center (NMC), as 
well as being heavily involved in analytic and 
simulation modeling of network behavior. This 
concern for analytic and empirical evaluation of 
network performance has been an Integral part of 
the network development, and an early responsi- 
bility of the NMC was to define the necessary 
measurement capabilities to be Implemented In the 
Inturfncc MosHaRu Procrssors or IMP's.** Subse- 
qui'iil IIHIIKI' has lii-cn mnde of tlicsc mcnHiircment 

• This research was supilortcd by the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency of the Department of 
Defense under Contract Number DAHC-15-69-C-0285. 

**The IMP's are small computers (modified Honey» 
well DDP-516s) which handle the store-and- 
forward communication* of the network, and «lao 
have the capability of collecting «esaage 
handling statlstica. 

facilities to evaluate the network operational 
status, to indicate areas where redesign may be 
required, and to provide insight into the cause 
and effect relationships of the network behavior. 
This latter activity has proven to be particularly 
fruitful In conjunction with the network modeling 
efforts since the validity of the models can 
thereby be tested against actual observed network 
behavior. 

The IMP-generated statistics routines are utilized 
in conjunction with programs at the NMC which 
control the data collection, process the resulting 
measurement data, and generate desired levels of 
crtiflcial traffic. These measurement tools will 
be described in the following section, after which 
some applications of the measurement facilities 
will be discussed. 

2. The Set of Measurement Tools 

The IMP's can gather statistics on the net- 
work usage and performance by means of several 
data gathering routines which can be selectively 
enabled at appropriate sites. These routines 
include:3 

« accumulated statistics (counts and histo- 
grams) 

• snap-shot statistics (queue lengths and 
routing tables) 

• trace data (event timing for acssage flow) 

• status reports (activity and condition 
information) 

The first three of these routines have been 
utilized extensively by the network measurement 
center, while the fourth has been utilized 
exclusively by the network contractor, Bolt Bcranek 
and Newman. 

Accumulated Statistics 

The accumulated stntistics routine lias hcon 
utilized more frequently than any of the oilier 
menHuremenl tools, since it provides a sumni.irv 
report of the activity at each node where mu-li 
statistics have been enabled.  These data reports 
Include histograms of the lengths of HOST-to-IMP 
or IMP-to-HOST messages, and of packets which were 
transmitted on the modem output lines, as well as 
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counts of ACK's*, RFNM's,** Input errora, retran- 
mlsslons, total wo?ds aent, and other data of 
concern. Each auch data aeasage repreaenta the 
activity over a 12.8 second Interval, thla period 
being determined primarily by the concern for 
counter overflow. The data la sent to the Net- 
work Measurement Center as a 390 byte nessage, 
which IG then Inspected and either discarded, 
printed, or put In a file for further data com- 
pacting. When printed, the data Is annotated, 
reformatted, and In some Instances additional 
values are computed, with a resulting print-out 
as shown in Figure 1.  The various fields of thla 
data format are described below. 

Part 1 of the data gives message size statis- 
tics for both HOST-to-IMP and IMP-to-HOST data 
transfers. The statistics on single packet 
messages are accumulated In a logarithmic scale 
histogram, while multlpacket traffic Is recorded 
as a uniform Interval histogram. The average 
number of words In the last packet of a message 
Is also given.  In the example shown, there were 
a total of 200 artlflcally generated messages 
received from the HOSTS, of which 208 were single 
packet messages and twelve were two packets In 
length. 

The second part of Figure 1 shows that these 
220 messages were split fairly evenly between six 
destinations. These sites were selected as 
destinations for the artificial traffic to show 
the difference In delays when messages are sent 
through several store-and-forward nodes. 

The round trip times are measured from the 
receipt of the first packet of the message at the 
originating IMP, until the receipt of the RFNM 
by this IMP. The data values are accumulated as 
a sum of round trip times and a count of the 
number of round trips, with the average being 
computed at the NMC. 

Part 3 lists the activity for each HOST, both 
real and fake,*** the latter being referred to as 
GHOST's. The table helps to determine which 
HOST's contributed to the composite HOST-to-IMP 
behavior as recorded In Parts 1 and 2. 

* An ACK Is an acknowledgement. I.e., a short 
transmission between IMPs to Indicate the suc- 
cessful reception of a message segment 
(referred to as a packet). 

** A RFNM (Request For Next Message) la a short 
transmission which is sent back to the source 
of a message from the destination IMP. Tite 
RFNM Is part of a flow control mechanism which 
involves logical links between source-destina- 
tion pairs, with a given link becoming blocked 
after use until the receipt of a RFNM. 

***A Fake HOST Is a background program in the IMP. 
These programs Include the statistics genera- 
tion routines, the debug facilities, and the 
IMP console Teletype handler. 

Th« activity on the individual modem channels 
la racorded in Part 4. HELLO and Ihr (I Heard 
You) meaaagca are aent periodically, and proper 
counta Indicate that the linea are active.  (The 
HELLO message la combined with the routing table 
update message.) The "fPKTS RECVD" total Includes 
these HELLO messages, and any ACK's and RFNM's 
that have been received, as well as the number of 
actual message packets that have been received. 
Other data Include the number of RFNM's sent, the 
total number of data words sent, the number of 
times an arrival found the-free storage list 
empty, and in such cases, the number of times 
that an unacknowledged store-and-forward packet 
was discarded to free an Input buffer. 

The final section of Figure 1 shows 
logarithmic scale histograms of packet lengths 
on each modem channel. Only the message content 
of the transmissions are recorded in these histo- 
grams, i.e., they do not Include the HELLO, IKY, 
ACK, or RFNM traffic. The choice of the loga- 
rithmic scale was due to a priori expectations 
on the length distribution. 

The various portions of the accumulated data 
can be utilized together to develop a reasonably 
good picture of the activity over the 12.8 second 
Interval.  In the example of Figure 1 we know the 
total number of messages from the HOST, their 
final destinations, and their average round trip 
times. The HOST-IMP histograms give us informa- 
tion of the message size distribution, and in the 
modem channel histograms give similar data for 
the packet size distribution as well as channel 
utilization Information.  In this example, the 
channel statistics show that more packets were 
sent via SRI than was expected from the routing 
table at the UCLA IMP, which would normally send 
about half of these packets via RAND.  Such data 
can lead the experimenter to probe further into 
the cause of such behavior, but to do so, he needs 
the routing table Information which is contained 
in another set of measurements called snap-shots. 

Snap-Shot Statistics 

Fach snap-shot statistics message contains 
the queue lengths and the routing table informa- 
tion for that particular IMP and that particular 
Instant of time. These values are recorded and 
sent at 0.82 second Intervals, this time period 
being a reasonable compromise between the desire 
to see a tlma-sequence of state changes, and the 
conflicting desire to reduce the artifact* caused 
by sending the statistics too frequently. Like 
all of the other measurement tools, the snap-shots 
can be enabled or disabled at each individual 
IMP. 

■rtifact in measurement data refers to any 
.rffect that results in a difference between the 
actual system variables (as they would occur 
without any measurements) and the observed data. 
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Figur« 1. A Typical Accumulated Statistic Print-Out. 
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race Statistic! 

The trace capability allow« one to literally 
>llow a message through the network, and to learn 
'  the route which It takes and the delays which 
: encounters. However, It Is one of the more 
'mplicated of the measurement data formats to 
.■scribe because the Interpretation of the data 
-•pends on the function of the IMP handling the 
•ssage, I.e., either source, store-and-forward, 
- destination, as well as depending on the possl- 
llty of retransmissions. 

A typical store and forward situation will, 
ien traced, result In a record of (1) the time 
arrival, (2) the time at which the message is 

ocessed. I.e., put on an output queue, (3) the 
me at which transmission Is Initiated, and (4) 
e time when the ACK Is received.  In the case of 
retransmission, this latter time Is the time of 
transmission, and is so indicated by a tag bit 
the data block. At the destination IMP, this 

urth word is the time at which the IMP-to-HOST 
ansmisslon was completed. All times are 
corded in terms of a clock with a 100 ysec. 
solution. 

The other information In the trace data mes- 
^e Includes the output channel (If on a modem 
annel), the HOST number, or the "fake HOST" 
Tiber, as well as the entire header cf the packet. 
e header contains the source, the destination, 
s link number, the message number, the packet 
nber, and the priority/non-priority status. 

cificial Traffic Generation 

The measurement facilities of the network are 
;mented by artificial traffic generation rou- 
tes both in the IMPs and at the NMC.  Such 
•.ificlal traffic was helpful In earlier "shake- 
vn" tests of the network operation, and more 
:ently has been a necessary tool in our work 
'.ating measurements and modeling. 

Each IMP can generate artificial traffic 
isistlng of fixed length messages that are 
'lodlcally sent on a single link at a selected 
ie Interval, but such traffic Is not sufficient 
simulate congestion at the IMP's due to the 
iw control mechanism which is built into the 
ik/KI'NM oponillmi.  A more powerful artificial 
ifflc RuiuTntor wim then-for« developed OH port 
the NMC ciipnbl 1 It li-H, and IncluduN the ability 
Hcnd racHHiiKe« on up lu 61 ItnkH, to multiple 
HimitlimH, with Htlicr fixed or rundom mcmingp 

■iKttiH und tnler-t riiiiHiiilHiilon time«. The IrnCflc 
U'h WMM ullll/.ed In (hi! exnnipte of l-'lKiiru I WMH 
imlnteil by lliln Intter filclllty llttllxlilK the 
idom viirlnble lealuruH /IH liullcutod by lliu 

■imiKe letiKlh hlslognimu. 

._j^a8uromonta Rolntcd to Network Appllcatlona 

Applications of the network were Initially 
n'ted by the lack of an established protocol 
r ,IOST-to-HOST transmission, although several 
tes made use of the network by establishing 

special purpose protocol subsets for handling 
their particular functions of Interest such as 
Interactive work, file transmissions, or graphics 
display functions. Rather than summarizing the 
measurement facilities relative to a number of 
these application areas, we will present a more 
detailed accounting of the measurements that were 
taken on the activity of one set of users. 

The activity of Interest involved the use 
of the DEC PDP-10 at the University of Utah and 
the XDS 940 at SRI, with the general nature of 
the interaction being as follows. A file would 
be sent from SRI to Utah, and then a number of 
interactive debug operations would be performed, 
with transmission from the XDS 940 to the PDP-10 
being on a character-by-character basis, and 
responses being handled on a line at a time basis. 
The files were transmitted in blocks of 4608 bits, 
which was a convenient multiple of the 24-bit 
word length of the XDS 940 and the 36-bit word 
length of the PDP-10, and also provided the 
desired block size of 128 words for the PDP-10. 

The established protocol involved several 
special characters to indicate the message type 
and length, such that a single character message 
required five IMP-words of transmitted data. 
Due to these character-by-character and file 
transmission protocol conventions, almost all of 
the SRI-to-Utah transmissions consisted of either 
5-word messages or 5-packet messages respectively, 
as shown in the sample print-out of Table 1. 
Each line corresponds to one 12.8 second statis- 
tics message, with the time-of-day being deter- 
mined by adding 12.8 second Increments to the 
starting time since the data values were taken 
consecutively. The sequence of events which Is 
shown includes a 10-word "file name" message, 
the file transmission of 67 5-packet messages 
plus a 4-packet file fragment, an "end of file" 
message, and a sequence of Interactive traffic. 
This particular file transmission consisted of 
approximately 39,300 bytes and occurred over a 
25.6 second period for an average bandwidth usage 
of about 12.5 Kbits/second. The maximum file 
transmission bandwidth observed during any 12.8 
second interval was one in which 73 5-piickct 
messages wore transmitted. Knch messagü was 
the standard 576 byte record, for a total band- 
width usage of: 

26.3 Kb/sec for data ("effect Ive" d.iln rale") 
0.3 Kb/sue for marking, padding, "m' protocol 

format 
_L_9 Klt/iiec for network header, cliecluium, etc, 
30.5 Kli/nec total luimlwldl li mied. 

Trnmimlmiton ocei rreil during t lie entire 
interval HIIICU lliu fl'le IraiunnliiHlon wan uieaHured 
over three 12.8 sec. (ntervaln, and tlila wan the 
center Interval. The average round trip time 
for a mesHago wan 159 msec, (ineaaurud from the 
time the suurcu IMP receives the first packet 
until It received the RfNM). The minimum round 
trip time would be about 138 msec, based on the 
time for serial transmissions and propagation 
delays. The extra delay of 159 minus 138, or 
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22:00.417 
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22:02.123 
22:02.336 
22:02.550 
22:02.763 
22:02.976 
22:03.190 
22:03.403 
22:03.616 
22:03*830 
22:04.0*3 
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TABLE  1 

A SUBSET OF VHE AXUMJIÄTtD STATISTICS MERSI REMOtf 

OF THE SRI-irrWI TRAFFIC 

avg. 
RT 

time 

153.7 
118.1 
26.4 
0.0 

82.3 
23.9 
25.3 
27.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

133.3 
0*0 
o.o 

29.4 
76.2 
55.4 
24.8 
60.8 
0.0 

single packet messages 
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0 
0 
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* MEASURED IN TERMS OF BIP WORDS 
** MEASURED IN TOWS OF THE NUMBER OF PACKETS PER MESSAGE 

21 msec, was due to the delays In the PDP-10 
icccptance of messages. The effective round 
trip cycle must Include an additional 12 msec, 
for HOST processinR of the RFNM and for the 
leader and first packet transmission from the HOST 
to the IMP. Therefore, the maximum single link 
data rale Is approximately one 576 byte record 
every 150 msec, or 30.7 Kb/sec. of actual data, 
compared with the observed maxlMum effective data 
rate of 26.3 Kb/sec. A similar calculation using 
the measured average round trip time and the 
resulting effective data rate Indicates that about 
4 to 5 msec, are required for HOST processing of 
the RFNM and setting up the next transmission. 

The round trij time required for messages 
between the two HuST's was plotted In Figure 2, 
as a function of message length L. Each point of 
this scatter plot represents one Interactive 
message, i.e., a one-packet message. The scatter- 
ing is an indication of the frequency of occur- 
rence of both message length variations and round 
trip delay variations. A definite lower limit of 
delay was observed as Indicated by the dashed 
line, and this limiting delay function is Just 
what would be expected based on estimated values 
of the various components of delay. In this 
minimum delay case, there la no queuelng time 

such that the expected delay consists of: 

• Serial trans, at source IMP - 2.0 + 0.32L msec. 

• Propagation & modem delay  »7.5       msec. 

• Processing time at dest.   " 0.J       msec. 

. Serial IMP-HOST trans.     - 0.3 + 0.16L msec. 

• Serial transmission of RFNM ■ 2.0       msec. 

• Propogatlon and modem delay ■ 7.5       msec. 

• Processing of RFNM 0.2 msec. 

Total    20.0 + 0.48L msec. 

This estimated total delay agreen very well with 
the experimental minimum delay values as shown 
In Figure 2. The other points in the figure 
represent messages whose delay values exceeded the 
minimum due to queuelng delays and/or HOST delays 
in taking the message from the IMP. 

4. Measurements to Determine Network Performance 
and Limiting Values 

Several experiments were conducted to evaluate 
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Figure 2. Round-Trip Delay Measurements 
of the SRI-Utah Traffic. 

various aspects of the network performance at 
different traffic levels, and to determine para- 
meter sensitivities and limiting values. The 
following example Is typical of these experiments, 
and involves the measurement of the through-put 
between two nodes with the effect of alternate 
routing being consla^red by both analytic and 
measurement techniques. The purpose of the 
example is to show how the two techniques are 
complementary, with the measurements providing 
the insight needed to Improve and correct the 
analytic model of the network behavior. 

The initial through-put tests were conducted 
by sending artificial traffic from the NMC at 
UCLA to the discard "fake HOST" in the UCSB IMP, 
and measuring the resulting through-put as a 
function of the number of links utilized In the 
transmission. 

The communication lines between the IMF's 
have a bandwidth of 50 Kbits/second, which 
establishes an upper bound on the single path 
through-put. Howevar, the ovarhud assoclatad 
with each message limits the total through-put 
to some lesser value as shown In Figure 3. The 
same figure also indicates the measured through- 
put for the case of alternate routing which 
exceeds the 50 Kbit/second value due to the 
bifurcation of the traffic flow.  In all cases 
the messages were sent at the RFNM driven rate. 
I.e., as soon as a link would become unblocked. 

Two different message sizes were Included In 
the above test.  In the first case, the messages 
were one full packet In length so that the 

8 full packets/message 

alternate routing 
effect 

11 full packet/ 
»•  message 

UCLA 

-«- 
2      4      6      8 

Number of active message generators 

i 

Figure 3. Through-put Measurements Between UCLA 
and the Neighboring UCSB IMP 

effective packet overhead was minimized (relative 
to the packet size). The maximum through-put for 
such messages was measured to be 38.6 Kbits/ 
second, which agrees quite well with the 
theoretical value of 39.0 Kbits/second (based on 
20.0 msec, of useful data transfer and 5.7 msec. 
for the packet overhead and the acknowledgement 
for the RFNM). This maximum through-put is not 
reached for the case of a single link due to the 
quiescent period while waiting for the RFNM to 
return. This delay Is about 13.5 msec.,* which 
adds to the "non-productive" transmission period, 
and results in an expected single link through- 
put of 25.5 Kbits/second.  (The measured value 
was 22.2 Kbits/second.) The through-put for the 
one-packet message case can be seen to Increase 
abruptly when the transition is made from six to 
seven traffic generators, due to alternate rout- 
ing via the SRI path. 

The single link through-put for the full 8- 
packet message case was seen to be approximately 
aqual to tha aatumlon value of the single packet 
case. I.e., 38.5 Kbits/second. This equality is 
due to the canceling effects of fewer RFNM's to 
acknowledge, and the short quiescent delay for 
the single link RFNM.  No alternate routing was 
observed until the two generator test, above which 
the traffic split evenly between the direct UCLA- 
UCSB and the UCLA-SRI-UCSB routes. 

* Based on a measured round trip time from UCT.A 
to UtSB of 22.8 msec, for a 320 bit message and 
the known service time of 9.3 msec, for a message 
of that length. 
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The saturation effect for the 8-packet 

message case occurred at a lower bandwidth than 
was expected, since the direct and alternate 
route paths should each be able to deliver 
messages with an effective rate of about 43,'. 
Kbits/second (which is higher than the singJe- 
packet. through-put since there are fewer RKMM's to 
acknowledge). The measured limiting value of 
about 70 Kbits/second was therefore investigated 
further to try to determine the cause of this 
behavior. Several possible reasons for this 
discrepancy were considered and described below 
since they represent the possible limiting factors 
in such transmissions and Indicate the manner 
in which the statistics gathering tools can be 
utilized to determine the cause of anomalies. 

a-  t-ack of store-and-forward buffers:  In 
order to obtain the maximum through-put, there 
must be a sufficier.t quantity of store-and-forward 
buffers to be able Co create a queue that is long 
enough to keep the channel busy during the entire 
routing update interval (which was thought to be 
about 520 msec). Therefore, with a packet 
service time of 23.0 msec, the queue would have 
to build up to a total of about 23 buffers. Since 
we understood that there was a total of 25 store- 
and-forward buffers, this did not appear to be 
the limiting factor. Snap-shot measurements also 
showed that typically 18 to 20 store-and-forward 
buffers were in use, which seemed to substantiate 
this conclusion. 

b- Possible bandwidth reduction effects: 
The effective transmission bandwidth can be 
reduced by a number of effects including line 
errors, lack of reassembly buffers, and routing 
loops. However, measurements indicated that none 
of these effects were causing a significant 
through-put reduction. 

c'  Interface and HOST computer system 
l^itati0ns:    The ^"»"iisslon capabilities of the 
HOST and HOST-IMP interface were verified by 
directing the artificial traffic to the local 
(UCLA) discard "fake HOST" with an observed 
through-put of 91.5 Kbits/second, which far 
exceeded the UCLA-to-UCSB saturation value. 

d' Trace measurements to determine the 
detailed behavlnr; since the accumulated statis- 
tics aid the snap-shots both indicated that the 
limitation had to be in the UCLA IMP, a detailed 
investigation of the packet handling behavior was 
mado by tracing all of the packets at the UCLA 
IM? for a brief instant of time.  (At the traffic 
rates involved, about 100 packets/second were 
generated and each packet resulted in a separate 
trace message.) This trace data indicated two 
errors in the values of the*IMP parameters that 
had been used in the calculations of part (a) 
above. First the routing updates were found to 
occur at approximately 6A0 msec Intervals Instead 
of the 520 msec that .his parameter was 
previously understood to be, and secondly, the 
upper limit on the store-and-forward buffers on 
an output queue must be approxlaately 20 (instead 

of 25.)* If we reconsider the effect of the 
finite buffering with these new parameter values 
we find that the first channel will have approxi- 
mately 18 packets to serve when the routing 
change occurs, and at 23.0 msec, of service time 
per packet, that channel will retrain busy for 
about 420 msec** Since the next routing update 
will occur after 640 msec, the first channel 
will be inactive for 220 of the 640 msec, for 
an effective through-put contribution of: 

through-put - Hjf . (43.5 Kbits/sec) 

- 28.5 Kbits/sec 

for a total estimated through-put of 72 Kbits/ 
second, compared to the measured 70 Kbits/second, 
which Is a reasonable match between the theory 
and measurement. 

This test activity was described in some 
detail to Indicate how the various measurement 
tools can be utilized to reconcile differences 
between the expected and experimental data values 
However, It also points out an equally important 
aspect of the experimentation; namely that thise 
people involved In the network measurement and 
modeling efforts must be aware of any changes in 
the network parameters If they are to be able to 
properly Interpret the test results. 

6. Summary 

The measurement facilities which have been 
included in the design of the network IMPs have 
been very useful for network performance evalua- 
tion, and for gaining Insight to determine the 
sensitivities and limiting effects of the network 
behavior. This Insight has also been valuable 
for Improvement of analytic models, by comparing 
the model behavior to the actual measured network 
behavior. 
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